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WALKING AHEAD

WALKING AWAY

•

UCF team prepares,
recruits for Greater
·O rlando Heart Walk

UCF center Will Bakanowsky forgoes last year of
elibility due to concussion problems -SEE sPo~rs,As

·· -· SEE NEWS,A7 .

.
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First-ever UCF vocal camp hits high note With high schoolers
ERIC GRIMMER
• Contributing Writer

••

•

The first-ever Vocal Performance
Workshop for High School Students at
UCF wrapped up Friday.
"The goal of the c~p was to foster
developJ,D.ent of solo singers in the
area," UCF adjunct professor Kimberly
Saunders Randall said
·
Randall, the camp coordinator,
oversaw the professional and personal
progression of 26 aspiring vocalists.
Randall described them as some of the
"most terrific, talented and respectful
group of students" she has ever taught.

Hitt suffers
heart attack,
nowstabte·
•

'

'

DePaul University in Illinois, had ran a
similar camp at DePaul. When the
opportunity to create a vocal camp at
UCF came _up, Randall jumped at the
opportunity. "There was a real cry
from rehearsal voice teachers and high
school chorus teachers arn;l everyone
here really wanted to do it," she said
Ran~ sees the c~p as not only a
terrific opportunity for students but a
recruiting tool for the UCF music to
department to find the ilext big vocal
sensation The camp began its recruiting by contacting and e-mailing
regional voice 'teachers, high school, chorus departments and a variety of

musical associations across Florida.
"Its good for new students too
Any student was eligible to apply; because these are not teachers who
those interested had to complete an only work with the best," she said
application. submit a letter of recomThe students received a vast
mendation and list of memorized amount of instruction in a wide variety
music solos and an audio recordirig of of topics during the weeklong musical
two performances. Twenty-six ~tu- e:Xperience. In addition to the historidents, ,rangipg from age 12 to 23, were cal and theoretical instruction of
accepted, paying $300 for a week of music, students were divided into five
musical.instruction
groups and participated in master
Victoria Hobbs, a 17-:-year-old high classes to gain a wide variety of opinschool senior, learned o via her per- ions and analysis of their vocal personal voice 'coach. Relatively new to · · fonnance. In these master classes, the
classical-voice training, Hobbs says students would perform publicly for
experience level didn't really matter at
this camp,
PLEASE SEE $300 ON A7
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A$l0.6 million bridge
stretches over
Semoran Boulevard
near Aloma Avenue..
The bridge is part of
an Orange County
Parks and Recreation
project that will
connect three East
Orange County bike
trails:.Cady Way,Cross
Seminole and
Blanchard Park Trail.
Orange County.aims to
have the project
completed within the
next several years. In
2003, Orlando was
rated the most bicycle
' unfriendly major city
in the U.S. by Bicyding
Magazine.Florida has
consistently ranked as
one of the worst states
for bicyclist and
pedestrian fatalities,
"""""'""'l'~ howe,ver the number
of bicyclists injured in
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Classes were meant to not only
enhance the students vocal performance.but to enrich their musical education through courses detailing music
history, diction and song literature.
Ashley Fislier, an incoming UCF
freshman planning to major in·drama,
sai4 the various areas .of instructions
were one of the .most important
aspects of the camp. Fisher said that
learning the history behind.the music
allows her to truly understand what
· she is singing about and, therefore, per.form the piece to its fullest potential
The camp is ·the first of its kind at
· UCF. Randall, a former professor at
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Provost Hickey serving as acting
president while Hitt recovers
KATE HOWELL
Managing Editor

..

•

.,
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UCF President John Hitt
had a heart attack while riqing his bike Saturqay night
on UCF campus and was'
airlifted to Florida Hospital
Otland~
'
He was .in stable condition as of noon Sunday and
is expected to be hospital-·
ized for the next five days,
UCF spokesman Tom Evelyn said. Hitt had one
blocked artery, which doctors were able to open
using a stent, Evelyn said
.
.
"He's actually doing
very well,'.' he said,·adding that Hitt at age 65 is in relatively good shape, eats healthily and exercises.
Hitt experienced chest pains while riding near his
home around 8:30 p.m. "He re~d that something was·
wrong and stopped," Evelyu said "He had his cell phone
on him so he called 911 and they came and checked him
out and took him to the hospital."
..
.
After he is released from the hospital, Hitt will return
home to recover. It's not yet known wheri he will return
to work. "Knowing President Hitt, he'll want to get back
as soon as pqssible;' Evelyn said ·
UCF Provost Terry Hickey will serve as acting president while Hitt is recovering. "It's nothing new or unusu.al," Eve.lyn said, adding that Hickey often serves as acting
president while Hitt travels or fundraises and that business at UCF will continue to run smoothly.
·

Board of Governors
re-elects forfller chair,
discusses hurricanes
ANDREW VAN WART
Staff Writer

Summer is a time for planning. At least, that's what
the Board ·of Governors was doing at .its Tuesday meeting in ·the Cape Florida Ballroom of UCF's Student·
Union The board, which consists of appointed advisers
from academic fi,e lds and outside professionals, held
elections for the positions of chair and vice chair.
Carolyn Roberts, who was originally appointed to the
Florida Board of Education by Jeb Bush in 2001, was re'.elected.as chair of the board
"This is a little ·awkward," said Roberts as she conducted her pwn, unopposed re-election .
Also taking place at the meeting was an election for
a new vice chair. Sheila Mc:Devitt and Dr. Zachariah P.
Zachariah were both nominated by board members, but
Zachariah, insisting that the board elect her unanimously, later withdrew from the election after the initial vote ·
favored McDevitt. The position.S of: chair and vice chair
are for two-year terms.
After elections Roberts gave a speech about the
importance of solidarity among ooard members.
·
· "It's important to recognize that ·o ur strength is in a
System," she-said ''We work together as a sy5tem and we
. PLEASE SEE

BOARD ON A7
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ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BIKING BUILDS·

Bicycle trails, foot paths to be
connected over next few years
ANDREW VAN WART
Staff Writer

Orlando area bike and foot
paths will soon be extended by
the Orange County Parks and
· Recreation department. Part1
·of this extension is the new
bridge over Semoran Boulevard near its intersection with
Aloma Avenue, which carries
a price tage of $10.6 million
This bridge is designed to
proVide a safe connection
between two of East Orlando's
· major trails: Cady Way· and
Cross Seminole Trail.
· Another trail, the Blanchard Park Thail, b~ mthe
intersection ·Of SR434 and
Lokanoatosa ·n.-ail and now
stretches to Forsyth Road
It is the goal of Orlando
Parks and' Recreation department that all three trails be
connected in the next few
years. This would .require ;m
additi.o nal .bridge
over
Semoran Boulevard near its
i,ntersection with Qld Cheney
Highway Road If these three
trails were connected to each
other, the result would be a
meandering trail in the East
Orlando area sp~0ver 40
miles.
·
Out of the three, it's the

Blanchard Park Trail that is
perhaps the most frequented
by UCF students. For many, it
provides an alternative route
to campus. Justin Price, a senior at UCF, uses the BlanchaJ;d
trail regularly.
"I pretty much feel like
Blanchard Park gives East
Orlando identity;' Price said "I
use it for transportation and
for recreation Wherever you
go in Blanchard Park, you're
going to some place. Other
trails in Orlando are out in
·rural areas, so they're mainly
just for recreation"
According to Orange County Parks and Recreation, there
is a demand for an increase in
ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
bicycle and pedestrian-friend- Blan~hard Park Trail, beginning at SR434 and ending at Forsyth Road, is popular among college
ly facilities in the Orlando area. students because of its proximity to campus. Blanchard Park is located off !>@an.Road.
In 2003, Orlando was
named the most bicycle unfriendly major U.S. city by facilities.
crashes has declined by 30% since
Bicycling-Magazine, a nationalFlorida has consistently ranked 1996, from 6,412 in 1996 to 4,476 in
ly circulating publication. The as one of the worst states in terms 2001.
Also according to the· Florida
Florida Department of 'Ihms- of pedestrifm and bicycle fatality
portation says that pedestrian ~tes, however crashes are declin- Department of Highway ..Safety
and Motor Vehicles, 18 percent of
and cyclist injuries and fatali- mg.
ties are directly .correlated According to the Florida the motorists involved in bicycle
with a combination of urban Department of Highway Safety , crashes in 2002 were under the
sprawl and low capital invest- and Motor Vehicles, the n~ber of
PLEASE SEE SAFER ON A7
ment in pedestriall. and cyclist ~icy~lists injured in motor.vehicle
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AROUND

CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

ortd Cup parties continue
International Services will
mtinue to host World Cup
.ewing parties today, Tues:ty and Friday from 11 a.m.
ntil 5 , p.m. at the Barbara
ingCenter.
The games are broadcast
i'e from Germany and the
~tter of the two games will
~ broadcast on a 150-inch
:D projection screen.
For more inforn1ation, call
ml Schatz at 407-823-5491.
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Keep current with headlines
you may have missed ·

KILL HANNAH

New trial for Yates will test
beliefs toward mental illness

INDULGES
IN.

38~DAYTOUR

terviewing skills workshop
A workshop that gives stu~nts the chance to practice
teir interview skills with a
treer professional will be
~Id from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m..
uesday at Ferrell Commons
ooml85. ,
For more information, call
nnie Ware at 407-823-2361.

CFS weekly meeting
The United Christian Faclty ap.d Staff is holding its
eekly meeting at noon Tues:ty in the Library Room 161.
For more information, contct David Metcalf at ·
:::fs@mai1uc£edu

:ademic workshops galore
There will be a resume
rep workshop at 10 a.m. and
p.m. Tuesday at Ferrell
ommons Room 185. At 4
m., there will be a SO-minute
~minar designed to create axi
::ademic program plan based
n values, interests, personaly and skills.
For more information, call
nnie Ware at 407-823-2361.

anners for the board room ·
There will be .a .seminar on
rofessional etiquette at 2
m. Wednesday at Ferrell
ommons Room 185. ..
For niore information, call
nnie Ware at 407-823-2361.

·Guitarist of hardest-working rock
band in Chicago doubles as driver
'NATALIE ZFAT
, ' , Variety Editor'

Dan· Wiese drove a eight shows in the next 10
lengthy; tour bus fQr eight .' days.
straight hours Thursday to ·
''We will?" asks Wiese,
ensure a prompt 5 p.m. jokingly. "Just kidding. It's
arrival at the Lake Buena not easy; but we do what we
Vista House of Blues.
do."
But Wiese is no bus driv- ·
The · electronic rock
er. ·
band ·r eleased more than
MATT POLLITT I CENTRALFLORIOA FUTURE
As soon as he arrived at ten extended play albums Kill Hannah·guitarist Dave Wiese performs .at Thursday's co.ncert at the House of Blues in Lake
the venue, his role became .b efore lancl.ing a deal' with Buena Vista, Wiese sa~ Kill Hannah's upcoming a~bum is richer than its pred~essors.
apparep.t: gear up the guitar, Atlantic Records fu late
squeeze into those p?JJ.tS, 2002. ·With Attantic, Kill
The band's· icon, a gray heart
tlie name "Kill Hannah" after a
and cake on that eyeliriei.
· '·:Hann;:µi was ,able to record
rough split-up with an ex.
with a red . target shooting
Driving the ·bus iS just a a debut album, For Never
Hannah's feelings on the through it, appears on the fore-·
band's succes5?
·
part of the job, says the Kill and Ever:, wJ:tlch included
· arm of each of the Kill Hannah
Hannah guitarist; and songs from its previous EPs
"She gets a kick out of it," members on it's official Web site.
knowing that he'll be on and, its successful single · Wiese says, ,laughing. '~Her and But Wiese has no problem fessing
stage in front of thousands.-· "Kennedy;• featured on One
Mat are good friends now. The up.
of fans in a few hours moti- • Tree Hill and performed on 'hatred only lasted . like, three
"Those were temporary tatvates him to do-it well ". ,
LaSt Call with Carson Daly. weeks. But it was enough for the toos!" he says, explaining that
"Every day is a huge ·
"I wanna be a Kennedy;'
band to be spawned"
they were put on for the band's '
[expletive] hassle," W:iese lead singer Mat Devine
A new record, scheduled to Web ·site photo shoot. "I think
says. ''.And evecy 'night i.s sahg on the show. "I wanna
release on Aug: 1, kept Kill Han- we're probably the only rock band
spectacuiar. It evens out.''
shake hands with heroes
nah in th,e studio for over 10 where no member has any tatKill Hannah, which is .and kisS the girls of centermonths of the last year.
toos."
known fot being the hard- folds on the tongue. And
... [Until There's Nothing Left Of
Wiese also says that Kill Hanest-working band in its die young:'
Us] is a richer-sounding album," nah is different from other bands
hdmetowri of . Chicago,
Devine does all pf the
Wiese says. "We've grown so in another respect. "I dorr.t think
jumped on the bandwagon so.n gwriting foi;. the band;
much from where we used to be, there are a lot of bands with a
with Mindless ·Self Indw- ·and even hand-drew the
and the extremes of the.band are really original sound," he says.
gence for a 38-day U.S. tour cover for the previous
way more . apparent on this '~d it's great to be able to be one
.this summer. It will play album. Devine also created
record"
of those few."

1ightlink, PRO orientations .: . .·
There will be orientatiori
!.ssions for UCF programs
RO and Knightlink at 3 p.m..
id 4 p.m.. Wednesday ~t Fer:11 Commons Room 185.
Both programs focus on
rreer ~ccess and Knightlink
lows students to 'post
!Sum.es on a -database. The
!SSiOnS are open to all Stu~nts.

For more information, call
nnie Ware at 407-823-2.361.

1mputer store dosed
The UCF Computer Store
ill be· closed for inventory
iday.
For more information, call
lice Hansen at 407-823-5603.

1Hective bargaining session
There will be a collective ·
:trgaining session between
CF board of trustees and the
nited Faculty of Florida at 10
m. Friday in the College of
rts and Sciences Room 192.
For more information, call
qerry Andrews at 407-823:SO.
.

Lost art of beatboxing headed.to UCF
SCOTIPAUSAL
Contributing Writer

Bea,tboxing, or vocal percussion, is the art of making
rhythi:n p~tterns with your
mouth to imitate drum kicks,
snares, Wgh hats, cymb$, etc.
This unique art form will be
showcased at UCFs Wednesday.
Beatboxing was introduced
in hip-hop music in the mid ·
1980s and had a. short run
through .the late '80s. At ~t."··
point; beatl:>oxing became a
dying fad until the ·hip·:hop.
band, The Roots, .helped to

revive the art form with beat- Barsky and Kid Beyond, at a also a faculty member of the
'boxers·Rahzel and ScratCh and free show held Wednesday at Jazz school in Berkeley, Cali£
the ·internet ,kicked 'in with the . new B~ckstage Diner.
"I think that beatboxing has
Web sites such ·as humanbeat- I)oois open at 7:30 p.m., show come a long way in 20 years,
box.com and Beatboxer Enter- starts at 8 p.m.
'
· like the turntablism," he said
tainm~nt ~t~ helped to unite
.T un Barsky is a co-founder "They started as cool fads,
fans and artists.
and lead organizer for The ·went underground, and then
Beatboxing shows have Vowel Movement. According emerged as an art form. Beatsince sprung' up, including the to his Web site, he's also an boxing has a smaller revolution
Vowel Movement, held in San c~mmunity artist ,w ith '. the though. Very unique element
· ·
Francisco, wb1c~ "jnfiu~n,ced . Hybrid Project at San Francis- ofhip-hop."
local beatboxer._Rubox to put co's Intersection for the Arts ·
He's concerned that beattogether an OrlaD.do vochl per::. : arid popUiar guest lecturer.
boxing in commercials will
cussion show,-Vokushin. · " , . . Kid Beyond was voted San cause people to see it as a nov. ucrs E,lem~nts Hip:-Hop 'L, Francisco's Best Bea~boxer ·b y elty. "My secret mission is to
Organization ahd Hillel' at UCF, SF Weekly. As a voice actor and show to people that this is a
will be hosting two Vowel' singer, he can be heard on legitimate . art form." Kid
Movement members, . Tim national TV and radio. He is Beyond said

LOCAL WEATHER .
i.'·

"Tuesday .,
ISOLATED T-STORMS

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
om you! If you have a club,
rganization or event and ·
'ant your information to be
)nsidered for the Around
:am.pus column, send a fax tb ·
07-447-4556 or an e-mail to ·
:litor@ucfnews.com: Deadn~s·are 5 p.m.. Tuesday for the
hursday edition, and 5 p.m.
riday for the Monday edition.

$19.99
PM Rate All Dav ton11111
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HOUSTON Mental
health advocates and defense
attorneys hope. the public's
mindset about mentally ill
.defendants has changed in the
five years since Andrea Yates
filled her bathtub with Water
and drowned her five · children.
·
Since Yates' 2002 conviction, which was overturned
on appeal, several other Texas
mothers have killed their children and been found not
gt,lilty by rea5on of insanity.
As Yates' retrial begins
Monday with opening statements, those verdicts - as
well as community outreach ·
. and .education efforts about
mental illness __.:.. are encouraging to the woman's attorneys, who say her severe postpartum psychosis prevented
her from knowing her action
was wrong..
,
.
As in her first trial, Yates
has plead«i;!d not guilty by reason of irisanity. If the jury ,
agrees, she could be committed to a state hospital, with
periodic hearings to determine whether she slfoUld be
released. A guilty ' verdict
would mean life in prison.
- But the .prosecutor said the
jur)r must consider .only the
evidenc~ presented in this
case - not get caught up in
public sentiment or try to
send a message about mental
health issues.
·
,
Other · Texas childrens'
deaths at the hands of their
mothers have drawn comparisons to the Yates case.
On the day before Mother's
Day 2003, Deanna Lariey
bashed her three sons' heads
with rocks, killing the 8- and
6-year-olds and · severely
injuring the 14-month-old.
The woman from the Tyler
area said she believed God
ordered her to kill her children, and she was fo~d not
guilty by reason of insanity.
In 2004, Dena Schlosser
cut off her 10-month-old
daughter's arms in the family's
Plano apartment, then called
911 while a church hymn
· , played in the background.
She, too, was found not guilty ·
by reason of ~anity. ·
Determining whether the
verdicts indicate a trend is difficult because the cases were
not identical or in the same
county, said Fred ·Moss, an
associate law professor at,,
Southern Methodist University's Dedman School of Law in
Dallas.
Some
mental
health
experts say they hope publicity from the other cases, as
· well as increased public
awareness al;>out postpartum
· 'depression, will prevent other
tragedies along with leading
to a different verdict for Yates.
As in her first trial, Yates is
being tried only in the June 20,
2001, deaths of 6-month-old ·
Mary, 5-year-old John and 7-·
year-old Noah. She was not
charged in the deaths of 2. year:.old Luke and 3-year-old
Paul, which is not uncommon
in. a case involving multiple
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RIPPE LIFESTYl.E INSTITUTE ,
at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
Is conducting a study comparing the
effects of sweetened beverages on
energy regulation. We are now
recruiting Y/Omen. .

...

Participants Receive
•
•
•

$300.00
Health Screenin.g
Complete Blood Work
To qualify you must be female,
oveJWeigh~ between 20-60 years

of age and QlhelWise healthy.
You must be ableto participate
In 2overnight siays.
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS
I

:~

P/locks, P/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!! ·

· New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.. · ~

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249

•

APR Available

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

•

II

which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/02/06
·

-

itliMi

Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

llli'

I I
,,

PER MONTH +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $297 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&l. See
dealer for details. Leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/02/06

•

..
LEASE FOR

$299

P/locks, P/Windows, Tiit,
PER MONTH+
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS and Much More!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. leasing W.A.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/02/06

•

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

,4

.

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

rM.PROGRAM
COLLEGE-GRAD

~FIRST TIME

We Can Assist You With:

BUYER

.

rsr

Drivers wanted:

CREDIT
PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANIY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Ale •1•
~·

.11

ii*

~*

•C

:1

.'411

•WAr::•=:a=c•::::N

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN .
SAT 9-5

4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN ·11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD}

407-365-3300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
Cl colleges around the country

•

Mayor wants football at WSU;

~ sch~~~,!',t~ticalMayor
·Carlos Mayans has a plan to
bring football back to Wichita
1l State University, but the university's leader said he's not
; ready to join the effort yet.
After a 90-minute meeting
C with Mayans on the subject
Friday, Wichita State President Don Beggs said he'd con1 sider the idea, but he is not
t enthused about using public
money for the risky proposal
e· A 1997 consultant's report .
· estimated it would cost the
cuniversity $ll million over

e ~;:;::s :drw:~e~oo:e~
women's sports.
Mayans presented Beggs
with a seven-page summary
detailing how the university
Clcould revive its football program, which ended after the
1986
season because of
1
declining interest and a grow~ ing athletic department debt.
Reviving football has been
c a recurring subject at the
ci school since then. with both
sides citing conflicting eviCi dence about whether having
a football program h~lps a
re university.
.
Mayans noted that Kansas
State, which built its football
~ program into a national
power in the 1990s, has
~ gained nearly 7,000 students
n ~t the same time Wichita
State was losing students.
Community colleges await those
who couldn't pass exit exam
a
LOS ANGELES - California's community colleges will
spend· the summer and fall
r• welcoming many of the near.I ly 42,000 high school seniors
0
·who did not pass the state's
new high school exit exam.
The class of2006 was the
j first required. to pass the·
exam, which was the subject
of court battles for much of
e~ th
.
R espnng.
Schools like Orange Coun1
'
el ty's. Santa Ana College have
designed programs especially
for students who did sufficient · high school course
1
work, but could not pass the
e~ test.
e~
Some education officials
ei are worried about the drag on
resources that the added students will give, but the state
has
long considered educat01
ing non-high school gradu.. ates part of the mission of its
. community colleges.
n
A few _ of the colleges,
. including Mt. San Antonio
College in Walnut east of Los
·1 Angeles, offer diplomas
through their adult education
. programs that do not require
~ the exit exam, a loophole that
the Schwarzenegger adminisI tration has been trying to
close.
Nearly one in 10 high
h school seniors failed to pass
5 the exam.

·Embattled California university
offidal dies after apparent jump
SAN FRANCISCO - A
University of California chancellor died in an apparent suicide jump from a 43-story
apartment building, authorities said
Denice De~ Denton, 46,
co: the chancellor of the Santa
Ca Cruz campus, apparently
40 'jumped from an undisclosed
ed section of the Paramount lux- .
lin ury apartment building
Th around 8 a.m. Saturday and
Fri landed on a parking garage,
police and university officials
said
r"'
The Medical Examiner's
office and 'a university
spokesman confirmed her
death. though the cause was
still under investigation.
In March, Denton defended $600,000 worth of renovations to her campus home she
demanded during contract
negotiations before being
hired in 2004.
An employee union in
2005 criticized the university's creation of a $192,000-ayear job for Cfretchen Kalonji,
Denton's longtime partner
and a former professor of
materials science at the University ofWashington in Seattle.
University
officials
defended the hiring, saying
· Kalonji's experience would
be an asset in her role as
· director of international strategy development.
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In this image from a video taken at an unknown location, two masked men prepare to
apparently kill a blindfolded employee of the Russian embassy in Iraq.
FROM A2

statement.
Currently, determining
whethe:i; any new Alzheimer's
drug
works
requires
researchers to follow the
mental progress of patients
for months or years.

slayings.
Prosecutors say that all of
the discussion about mental
illness has taken the focus off
the children.
''Wheri I look at this case, I
think how scared they were, Al-Qaida-linked group says it
how frightened," Williford killed 4 Russian diplomats in 1raq
said. "This case isn't just
CAIRO, Egypt - An alabout Andrea Yates. Andrea Qaida-linked group posted a
Yates is known nationwide, Web video Sunday showing
but do people know the the killings of three Russian
names of the five children? · embassy workers abducted
And they're 't he victims in this earlier this month in Iraq. A
case."
fourth also was said to have
been killed
An accompanying stateNew test could help answer
ment by the Mujahedeen
questions about Afzheimer's
WASHINGTON -A new Shura Council, an umbrella
test may help scientists organization linking seven
answer a perplexing "which insurgent groups including
came first" question about al-Qaida in Iraq, said all four
the
development
of Russians had been killed
Russia's Foreign Ministry
Alzheiiller's disease, possibly
pointing the way to earlier said it had not yet confirmed
the hostages' deaths.
diagnosis or even treatment.
The 90-second video,
Brain deposits of a small
protein known as amyloid posted on an Islamic Web site
beta -lcmg have been associat- that frequently arrs militant
ed with Alzheimer's. But sci- messages,
showed
the
entists have been unabltt to beheading of two blindfolded
determine whether the body men and the shooting of a
begins producing too much of third
The footage was stamped
the protein or loses the ability
to clear it away.
·
with the logo of al-Qaida.
Now, a research team led
The video begins with a
by Dr. Randall J. Bateman at verse from the Q!.tran appear" Washington University in St. ing in white letters on a black
Louis is poised to find that screep., and a voice reading
answer with a test that for the "Those who aggress on you,
first time can monitor the you aggress on them."
One at a time, the four men
protein.
An initial test of the new appear .on camera, staring
technique on six healthy vol- ahead and speaking in Russunteers determined that· the ian. Then the camera cuts to
protein is quickly produced the killings.
and quickly cleared, keeping
Footage of the men speakit in balance in ·the central ing into the camera is dated
nervous
system,
the June 13, but the footage of the
researchers report in Mon- killings is undated
Four Russian embassy
day's online issue of the journal Nature Medicine.
workers were abducted June
Bateman is now turning to 3 after an attack on their car in
people with Alzheimer's in an Baghdad's Mansour neigheffort to determine whether borhood A fifth Russian was
increased production or killed in the incident.
Moscow
vehemently
decreased cleirance of Abeta
opposed the U.S.-led military
is a source of the disease.
He said the challenge now campaign and has·continued
is finding clues to the devel- to keep its distance from
oping disease before symp- Washington on the issue of
' toms begin to appear. For Iraq. Four Russian workers
now, Gandy said, the new test were Iµlled in ambushes in
"is much more likely to be Iraq in 2004.
useful as a research tool than
U.S. population near 300 million,
as a clinical diagnostic test."
Gandy noted the test growttl driven by Hispanics
requires sophisticated bioWASHINGTON - The
chemical analysis and must U.S. population is on target to
be performed in highly spe- hit 300 million this fall and it's
a good bet the milestone baby
cialized research settings.
Nonetheless, Bateman said - or immigrant - 'will be
it could . be useful in Hispanic.
Latinos, immigrants and
Alzheimer's studies. Reseachers could "directly monitor . those born in this country; are
patients in clinical trials to driving
the
population
see if the dtug is really doing growth.
what we,want it to do in terms
They accounted for almost
of Abeta. metabolism," he half the increase last year,
said.
more than any other ethnic or
"If further study confirms racial group. White non-Histhe validity of our test, it panics, who make up about
could be very valuable for two-thirds of the population.
determining' which drugs · go accounted for less than oneforward in clinical trials and fifth of the increase.
at what doses," he said in the
_:__ ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Q uality Care Clinic:
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LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back**

GMAT
GRE
-MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
. ACT.

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score. you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition'."* It's that simple.

LSAT: Classes Starting 7 /8/06, 8/23/06 & 8/24/06
GMAT: Classes Starting 7 /11 /06, 9/17 /06 & 10/17/06
GRE: Classes Starting 7 /8/06, 8/2/06 & 8/24/06
DAT/OAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06

•

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

I

Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Lindsay.

0 - ( ...., .,

"'~
· ~ ' \'UL.Hi~·
.,, ; i,.
L'liO\\·

We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.

1 '-·]·

C;;ld. J l.X .AJJTIDH>11

KAPLAN
~est

names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

" * To be eligible fol th is offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom. tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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MOVING IN

One day with a new freshman
CHARLIE BENTON
Staff Photographer

•

•

..
EXIS WINEGARD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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•

The new KFC bowl layers mashed potatoes, com, chicken, gravy and cheese.

•

KFC fuses fave flavors

..

with latest menu medley

*****
Incoming freshman Sarah Bohn, helped by her mother Kelli Bohn, begins her move into the Towers at Golden Knights Plaza apartments midday Saturday, top left. Inside the
lobby, assisted by resident assistant Amber Price, Sarah is among the first dozen_residents of the day to sign in to receive her room key, top right.

•

•

ll

In between the afternoon rain showers, the Bohn's made their way from the garage with all the necessities to make a dorm room into a new home, bottom left. More
excited than nervous, Sarah is ready to begin her stay and is looking forward to a possible major in business. She was just one of about 950 students moving into on-campus
housing Saturday, bottom right.
·
.

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

Mashed potatoes. Corn.
Chicken. Gravy. Cheese. These
are the traditional tastes that
we've come to know and love. It
seems curious that this ensemble
has never shared a meal before ...
until now.
From Colonel Sanders, creator
of the legendary Original Recipe
Bucket and last summer's sensational Snackers, comes his
unquestionable masterwork, the
KFC Bowl An astounding medley
of familiar fare layered together in
gastrointestinal harmony, the
Bowl may be the world's best antisalad, the king of comfort foods
crafted with such shameless
abandon that it takes one's breath
away- either that, or your heart's
failing, but who needs details?
The potatoes provide loving,
tender, squishy support to the
entire assembly, . followed by a
shot of sweet com and topped by
a hearty helping of popcorn
chicken. The cherry on top is the
one-two .punch of gravy and
three-blend cheese, and the

whole delicacy is housed in a gutbusting, eye-pleasing, droolinducing a!'!rodynamic union of
plasticity between the bold black
bowl and its tease of a lid, clear so
as to practically wink at its possessor and beg it to devour.
One would suggest that such a
dish would seem to be best served
with either a 71 Chianti, '65 Merlot or '06 Sprite. There is also a
rice substitute for the potatoes, an
equally moist alternative that,
while suitable, simply cannot top
the native appeal of the mashed
potato. ·
In fact, the only thing that gets
skimped on is the price, which is ,
considerate when a new belt or
pants or stretcher lies in one's
financial future.
Once in a lifetime, one Should
be so lucky as to digest such an
assembly of classic flavors, ifonly
for such lightning to strike for a
limited time. Fortunately, this generation has been graced from
above with the immediate shortterm satisfaction and the
inevitable long-term health consequences courtesy of the KFC
Bowl Eat it now. Regret it later.
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES

Engineering technology focus of club

~

American Society for Engineering Technology ends hiatus, seeks new blood

IIIII

JAMIE SALMASIAN

STUDENT
LEGAL
SERVICES

~
IIIII

Contributing Writer

The engineering technology club at UCF, known as the
1American Society for Engi~ neeri,ng Technology, is back
· after a long hiatus.
Founded in 1979, the' club
'
1
, 1fell apart and only gained
; recognition from UCF last
::April.
·
Its new goal: gain members
' and status and connect to
1
: other schools.
'
'
The
main
purpose
of
this
1
· club is for students with engi' neering technology back. ' grounds to come together and
: : promote their major in a pro. · fessional world and create a
; : social atmosphere to get these
t merpbers involved, club President Kristen Poz said.
The difference between this
club and other engineering
clubs is that this one is solely
based on engineering technology, making it unique at UCF
and nationally.
The officers of ASET hope
to contact other schools
nationally, rather than just
have their own club at UCF,
because they feel it would
make their club well-rounded
and everyone would eventually have different tracks of engineering technology to follow.
Besides being the only engineering
club based on engiJ
~ neering technology, the main
c difference between the Ameri-

Currently, enrolled students are entitled t_o consult with
program attorneys about legal matters and rece1ve
advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and
including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
types of cases, such as the following:
•

La~dlord/tenant problems affecting student's
living arrangements in the community.
·

•

CoJ1sumer problems confronting individual
students.
Traffic cases

•

Criminal law

•

Uncontested dissolution of marriage

•

Bankmptcy

www.stulegal.sdes.u~f.edu

BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Matt Tanous, far left, Jason Collins, back left, Kristen Poz, front middle, Sarah Temple, back right, and Crystal Rurut, far right, all officers of the
American Society of Engineering Technology plan during a meeting Tuesday. The club currently meets twice a month.

can Society of Engineering
Technology and other engineering clubs, such as the Society of Women Engineers, is
numbers.
SWE has about 70 members, whereas ASET only has·
about 30.
· Since its meetings have just
begun this summer, ASET
hopes to attract more members.
ASET doesn't require all of
its members be engineering
technology majors, as long as

ing a good time doing what
they enjoy. They also have
plans to be a professionally
ogy.
As for fall plans, ASET will · geared club that will have
be working on the Red Bull guidelines for other schools
Flugtag, which is a type of with an interest in engineering
plane that can be seen in Red technology to follow.
ASET will continue to have
Bull commercials.
"We're trying to be suave summer meetings every two
about it and we want it to be weeks in the Lake Claire Pavilfun," Poz said. The officers of ion at.6:30 p.m.
the club feel like the Red Bull
The next meeting will be on
Flugtag project will be a good Tuesday July 18th and it will be
way for members to g~t to joined by Student Developknow one another while' hay- ment and Enrollment Services.

Students in need of legal service should contact,
either in person or by telephone (407-823-2538),
Student Legal Services in Room 155, Student
Resource Center. All consultations are by appointment
only. No legal advice will be gi;ven over the phone.

they have an interest in that
field or in information technol-

·

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or vi~it the ..
' ..
Student Resource Center, room 155,
.
' Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
.

•
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Program aims for understanding via Shakespeare
JENNIE ZILNER
Contributing Writer

•J
With the goal of teaching
•.: young teens to achieve a better
~ understanding and appreciation of one another, United
u Cerebral Palsy of Central Florida, the Orlando-Shakespeare
:r Festival, and the UCF· Exceptional Education Program are
e teaming up to present Shake'] speare from the Heart.
r
Shakespeare from the Heart
e is a brand new summer drama
institute for middle and high
·a school students with and with1 out disabilities.
e
"The point of the camp is
e for kids with and without dislE abilities to have the opportunity to work together, as well as
l work with directors, drama
coaches, professional actors,

and supporter," said Rebecca
A Hines, the creator ofthe program and a professor at UCF.
The program will be held
July 17 through July 27 from 9
a.m. until noon daily. Between
21 and 25 teenagers will participate, with a balance between
the teenagers with and without
disabilities. The participants
will gain theatre experience by
putting on a joint performance
of William Shakespeare's The
Tempest.
The talent of each individual will be. considered when
assigning the ·various roles
available. The roles will be
divided on July 10 when the
participant~ will either read
one of their favorite poems or
suggest a role that they would
like to play. according to their
ability.

"'

"I'm really looking· forward ticipants will be able to be
to this event/' said April-Dawn cooperative and respectful.
Gladu, the Education Director
"Overall this program
at the ·Orlando-UCF Shake- allows kids with disabilities to
speare Festival. "Shakespeare's show the community their talTempest is a fun play that has ents and skills and exposes kids
pieces in it for everyQne and I with and without disabilities to
am thrilled that we can reach one another," said Ryan
out to all the kids in this magi- Dumas, the Corporate and
cal, heartfelt play!'
Community Relations ManagThe drama camp will strive er of UCP. "It will help kids
to achieve the same·goals as the reach their full potential and is
other summer program con- an overall win for the commuducted by the Orlando-UCF nity."
Shakespeare Festival.
The group will perform The
"This program is a great Tempest on July 27 at 7:30 p.m.
opportunity to instill a love for at the John and Rita Lowndes
theatre" Said Ilene Wilkins, the Shakespeare Center.
president/CEO of UCP, in relaFor more information on the·
tion to an objective of the pro- show or to volunteer for Shake. speare from the Heart or Unitgram.
The representatives from ed Cerebral Palsy call 407-852or ·
visit
each of the organizations 3300,
involved are confident that par- http://www.ucpcdc.org
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;;~· -Flight Training in Central Florida
Located at the Orlando·Sanford Intl
Airport. Falcon Flight can help anyone
learn to fly. Come enjoy the freedoms
of living in Central Florida. and the
adventure air t ravel provides.

m~bm·~
"ilJI@@lim~~

. • Private-ATP FllghtTralnlng
• Aircraft Rentals
• Professional Alrllne programs
• 2 & 4 year UVSC College Degree
• FlnanclngAvallable

Falcon Flight Sanford
www .falconfl ightsanford .com
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Phone:407-585-3575
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407/623-4914 • online@ucf.edu
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· UCF and American Heart
· Association lead heart·walk
tor of UCPs Community Relations Office located in downtown Orlando. This is her first
The American Heart Asso- year heading the event.
ciation is having its 15th annual
"The pressure is on, we
Greater Orlando Heart Walk need to get the numbers up,"
Saturday, Sept. 30.
Martinez said
The three-kilometer walk
Last year, UCF raised about
will be at Loch Haven Park in $1,100 from its 103 participants.
Orlando from 7:30 a.m. to 11 UCF ranked eighth in moneya.m.
raising overall. This is the uniAHA is the largest volun- versity's fifth year participating
tary health organization work- in the walk.
ing to prevent, treat and defeat
In total, the 2005 event
heart disease, stroke and other raised $560,000 for research
cardiovascular diseases. These and advocacy. This year's goal .
diseases devastate millions of . is $650,000.
Vereta Powell, UCF's Physipeople of all ages and kill more
than 930,000 Americans each cal Therapy Program assistant,
year. To fight them, the associ- has participated in the walk for
ation supports research, educa- the past two years. She said she
tion and advocacy, and helps thinks AHA is doing a lot to
heart disease arid stroke · research and come up with
patients, according the AHA things to help people keep their
Web site.
· hearts healthy.
She is considered to be a top
"I think that [the walk is] a
very worthy cause. I am inter- money-raiser for UCF's team.
"I set gohls every year. A lot
ested because I know a lot of
people who are affected by of people in the university
· heart disease," said Maritza know that I participate in the
Martinez, the associate direc- walks; when they find out, they
CRYSTAL SCOTT
Contributing Writer

•

send their donations," Powell
said "I ask everyone [for donations]. With more money,
[AHA) could do more [to help
with] research."
Chad Binette; who has aJ.So
participated in the last two
walks, is one of the captains for
UCF'steam.
"If you raise $25 or $50,
every little bit hefps," Binette
said "I think fighting heart disease is an important cause.
"It's a fun Saturday morning.
You can have a great time while
raising money. I'm going to try
to raise $1,000. It's a challenging goal but I think rm up for
it.".
To help ·achieve this goal
and to join UCF's team, visit
http://www.americanheart.org
/orlandowalk. The site allows
you to customize your personal events page, e-mail friends
and family l!bout s:upport and
· monitor your dollars raised.
Although there is not a
required fee to join, participants are asked to aspire to
raise $200, Martinez said
·
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Schedule of Events
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$300 camp co-Vers less9ns,
housing left up to.students
ter's ofFine Arts at UCF. Move- their own lodgings; many
ment, the first class for the stu- stayed at hotels, with local famtheir peers and a number of the dent_s each morning, was ily members or with other s~
music professors teaching in designed to warm up the dents who lived in the area. In
the camp. By performing for a campers' bodies for the long the future, Randall hopes to
number of different teachers, and strenuous day ahead. accommodate the students
the varying critiques provided McCoy led the vocalists in a With dorm rooms.
a variety of perspectives.
long, energetic series of
Randall would also like to
In addition to master class- stretches and·dances. '
see the length of camp extendOn Friday, McCoy taught ed, from the current Monday to·
es, each camper was given
three half-hour long private the students about spatial Friday session to a slighter
voice lessons with the profes- · awareness. McCoy stressed longer Sunday to Saturday sessor in charge of their particular there were other ways to build sion. This would allow the
group. Fisher was taught pri- a character in a performance extremely dense schedule to
vately by Randall, who she other than vocally. The class become easier on the stucredits with teaching her ·new moved about the room pan- dentsand allowing them more
techniques including singing tomiming flying, floating, pU$h- time for relaxing. She also
with a walnut in her mouth. ing, and crawling through the hopes to have more potential
Fisher said she knows it is hard air. This was designed for the students and professors on
to correct everything in one students to become more · board in the future, to keep the
week, but she is becoming aware of their bodies, McCoy price at a reasonable level.
more aware of her bad vocal said
Just as important as the leshabits and is learning how to
Randall is adamant about sons learned are the relationbreak them.
continuing the workshop in the ships built with teacher and
One class that clearly future. However, she knows a one another, students said.
depicts the diversity of infor- few changes must be made for "The student~ and teachers
mation was movement class the program to continue being here are really great and everytaught by Allen McCoy,· who successful. Students are cur- one in thi$ group can't live
recently co:rnpleted his Mas- rently responsible for finding without music," Fisher said
FROM

Al

Board proposes bills to.legislatu-re
FROM Al

move forward as a system."
Roberts also spoke about the
importance. of bringing lower .
level courses to Florida's university system. She emphasized that universities ought to
provide the highest quality of
access for their attendees.
Two of the board's· departing members were commend'ed on a job well done at the
meeting and dismissed with
kind words and a gift. ·Martha
Pelaez, who is a professor of
Psychology at Florida International University, was recognized for her active participa- ·
tion on the board and for
providing unique perspectives
on various issues. Pelaez, in her
goodbye speech, recognized
the importance of funding stability from the state while also
praising the board's monumental accomplishment of getting
the appropriate approval for
two new medical schools one for UCF and the other
going to FIT.
Joe Goldberg, who is the
only student board member,
thanked the board for the
opportunity. .
"I really appreciate you taking me in as one of your own,"
said Goldberg. ''.A student
member is a full-on member.
Most of you care about the students and that's really what this
is all about at the end of the

ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Florida Board of Governors met at UCF Tuesday.The meeting focused on planning, with
elections, departures and discussions of the future dominating. .

day."
The Board of Governors'
primary role as a unit is to
make proposals for bills to be
passed by Florida's legislature.
The bills ultimately deal with
fund allocation but they also
decide on university policies
such as the approved 5 percent
tuition increase that. recently ·
passed
..
Hurricane recovery has and
continues to be an important
issue to the board as well as
providing funding for research
programs around the state.
Unfortunately, it takes an
entire year to receive compen-

sation. from FEMA for hurric::vie relief efforts. .
At · the meeting on Friday
the board called for the establishment of a full-time position
to respond to emergency
requirements at an affected
institution. The board also
mentioned the need for data
backup.
The next BOG meeting will
be held at the end of August.
All information regarding the
board and its activities are public.
·
To find out more about the
Board of Governors go to
http://www.flbog.org

Safer sidewalks a~ong pedestrian needs
FROM

Al

influence of alcohol and the
other 72 percent of these crashes were related to other variables such as poor visibility of
cyclists and lack of safe bicycling facilities.
Pedestrian injuries and
fatalities are also significant in
Florida. From 1997 to 2001,
pedestrian fatalities represent_d 25.9 percent (2f 65 fatalities)

of all traffic fatalities.
The
latest
available
stateWi.de crash data from the
Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles
reveals 8,487 pedestrian crashes, resulting in 510 deaths and
7,894 injuries in 2001.
In a study conducted by the
Center for Urban Transportation Research at the University
of South Florida, 93 percent of
respondent' agree that cyclist

and pedestrian facilities add
value to their community.
In the same survey, approximately 74 percent of bicyclists
and 55 percent of non-bicyclists
agree that the government
needs to spend more money on
bicycle facilities.
The most commonly identified pedestrian and cyclist
needs were better and more
bike lanes, safer sidewalks and
better lighting.

Date

Times

June 26

11am-1 pm

Teams
-

.

Italy v s. Australia
'

June 26

3pm-5pm

Switzerland vs. Ukraine

June 27

11am-1pm

June 27

3pm -5pm

June 30

11am-1pm

Quarter Final (Teams TBA)

June 30

3pm-5pm

Quarter Final (Teams TBA)

July 1

11 am-1pm

\.

'

'

l

3pm-5pm

July 5

3-5pm

Spain vs. France

Quarter Final (Teams TBA)

...
~--

i

July 1

Brazil vs. Ghana

)_':c

• ..

Quarter Fin_al (Teams TBA)
--·

Semi Final (Teams TBA)
'

·July 8

3-5pm
·'

July9

2-4pm

- ,r ..
r.

- ·-

-

'
~

~·

-

Third Place (Teams TBA)
Final (Teams TBA)

*Food and refreshments will be served for every game*

..
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BAKANOWSKV FORGOING FINAL YEAR:

'

match
made in
theaven

.

COACHING STAFF SHAKE UP FOR WOMEN:

Center Will Bakanowsky, who started 26 games for the Golden Knights in
2004-05, has decided to forego his last year of college eligbility. He missed
all of last season with concussion problems.

After losing assistant coach Becky Geyer to the head coaching job at
Jacksonville, UCF head coach Gail Striegler moves quickly and adds ~o
new assistants.

1

Sports Editor

It's that time of year.
Suits with zero, one, two, six
c and eight buttons, blinding the
average human with their gaudy
c pallets and absurd accessories,
from the Indiana Jones-esque
1 fedora hats to the numbing jewelry that makes Mr. T jealous.
Yup, Wednesday is the NBA
1
~ Draft, quite possibly the greatest
e five-hour conference call ever
c created
Ever since 2001, when David
1
Stem had a stroke of genius and
decided to permanently call
New York City the Draft's home,
it has been must-see TV on two
; networks, TNT and ESPN.
I would know. I was at the
2001
and 2002 events, feats of
1
. unbelievable endurance that
: required standing in line at
Madison Square Garden for
over six hours just to get a
wristband for entrance to the
much smaller Theatre at MSG.
It was hell You really don't
e know how many unemployed
J losers there are in New York most of them Knicks fans e until you've crawled through a
3,000-person line with them at a
Cl snail's pace in 90-degree heat.
In 2002, the Knicks had the
e seventh overall pick. They
e handed out orange hand towels
t with the NYK and Draft '02 logo
with the term "Lucky 7' embla. zoned in blue letters. It was the
Knicks' time to rebuild. and the
(] comments that morning were
unbelievable.
''We're gunna get Yow,
1 BABY!"
"Hey, J-Wtll's comin' to da
· Garden!"
. , Yao Ming and Jay Williams
went first and second overall,
respectively, and ten minutes
i into the festivities, the Theatre
was frantic. As a casual observer, I was chuckling at the
. thought of the Knicks taking
Orlando high schooler Amare
Stoudamire, who·certainly
I wouldn't be ready for a few seasons and would drive the
crowd. looking for instant gratification, fo riot. Shows what I
know about basketball
But what happened next
couldn't have been written by
Hollywood
Peter Vescey, the wise-crack, ing basketball columnist for the
1 New York Post, was doing the
"insider'' reporting for TNT,
< commentiQg on trade rumors
and draft gossip he had heard
As the night began, he men' tioned whispers of the Knicks
trading the seventh pick, either
for a star veteran or a chance to
1 move up. Naturally, delusional
Knicks fans thought this meant
Shaquille O'Neal or the first
overall choice, with which
they'd choose Ming or Williams.
Wrong.
As the Golden State Warriors
time on the clock drew to a
close, Vecsey had a new report.
The Knicks'were trading the
seventh pick. It was going to be
for a veteran,·not a draft pick.
The crowd buzzed, and Vecsey uttered the name that drastically altered the makeup of the
league's premier franchise. .
Antonio McDyess.
Scott Layden, then-Knicks
general manager, was dealing
the seventh choice, along with
fan favorite center Marcus
Camby and veteran point guard
Marc Jackson, a New York City
playground legend. for oft.'.
injured Denver Nuggets power
forward Antonio McDyess,
PLEASE SEE
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Will Bakanowsky averaged 6.4 points and 4.3 rebounds in the 2004-05 season, when he started 26 games for the Golden Knights. He has given up his last year of eligibility due to post-concussion problems.
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BIGCIIANGES
WHO IS HELPING GAIL?

Bakanowsky skips
final season of college
eligibility due to postconcussion problems

Striegler adds Crocitto
and Roundtree, the 1996
Player .of the Year, to her
staff for next season

CHRIS HOYLER

CHRIS HOYLER

Sports Editor

Sports Editor

It was an up-and-down first season for the
UCF Men's Basketball team, riddled with devastating non-<:onference losses and heart-stopping conference wins in its inaugural Conference USA season.
But the rollercoaster ride extended beyond
the court, with Kirk Speraw's team being
hounded by injuries, the worst of which was
suffered by center Will Bakanowsky, who
missed the entire 2005-06 season with concussion problems..
The ride for Bakanowsky ended on Friday,
when Speraw announced that Bakanowsky has
elected not to use his final year of eligibility in
2006-07 due to the concussions issues.
'We are disappqinted for Will that he will
not be able to co~pete and finish his career this
season," Speraw said in a press release. ''Will
was a valuable member of our program and
was a key contributor on our two ~CAA Tournament teams. Off of the court, he was a great
student and we wish him the very best."
The Gibbsboro, N.J., native went out with a
bang, capping his career in the 2005 NCAA
Tournament against Connecticut with 15 points
and seven rebounds, also posting a strong
defensive effort against likely NBA Draft firstround selection Hilton Armstrong and Rudy

UCF Women's Basketball Coach Gail
Striegler continued the reshuffling of her
staff with the hiring of 1996 National Player
of t:Q.e Year Saudia Roundtree as assistant
coach.
Roundtree, who began her duties on Juhe
16, is the second new assistant coach named
this month, joining Anthony Crocitto, who
also took on the duties of recruiting coordi-·
·nator.
In addition to winning the Naismith Play- ,
er of the Year award as a senior at Georgia in
1996, she led the team to the national championship game that same year and had a successful junior college career, winning the
National Junior College Player of the Year at
Kilgore Junior College prior to her years at
Georgia.
.
After two separate head~coaching stints
at Morris Brown College (interim basis in
2002) and North Carolina A&T (2002-2005),
. Roundtree spent last season as an assistant at
Alabama, coaching the guards and handling
scheduling and scouting duties.
"We're excited to add someone with
Saudia's levei of playing and coaching experience to our staff," Striegler said in a press
release. "She brings ·an impressive background from the Southeastern Conference

Gay.
~
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Gail Striegler has added former National Player of
the Year Saudia Roundtree to her staff, just one
week after adding Anthony Crocitto as recruiting
coordinator and assistant coach. Roundtree was a
head coach at two schools.

WHY IS HE GONE?
Will Bakanowskywas the likely
starting center for a Golden
Knights team that was short
on depth up front heading into
last season. However, he never · IL.....---""-=--'
recovered from the concussion Bakanowsky
suffered in January 2005. He
returned to the lineup at the end of the season
after missing five games, but wasn't healthy
enough to play in 05-06 and missed the season.
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Big loss up front for Speraw's team
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Bakanowsky was in the difficult position of helping to
replace the frontcourt production provided in 2003-2004 by
center Roberto Morentin and
forwards Dexter Lyons and Josh
Bodden, but he played well in 26
starts in 2004-2005, averaging
6.4 points and 4.3 rebounds a
game.
Without an experienced
starter at center, the Golden
Knights' offensive rebounding
suffered After posting a +5.5
rebounding margin per game in
2004-2005, the Knights fell to
+2.1 in their first season in CUSA. an admittedly tougher
conference than the Atlantic
Sun they battled the season
prior. However, the Knights
were pushed around up front by
bigger teams like Memphis and
Florida
Bakanowsky not only succeeded on the court - he was a
member of the team for three
seasons ip. wp.ich ¢.e Knights
won 70 games and appeared
twice in the NCAA Tournament
- but in the classroom He was
a two-time A-Sun all-academic
team selection. He graduated in

College World Series

QUICK CAREER FACTS

. North Carolina 4, Oregon State 3

Going out strong

Hitting the boards ·

Not in his house

Bakanowsky played his last game inthe
first round of the 2005 NCAA Tournament,
scoring a career-high 15 againsrLIConn in
the 77-71 UCF loss.

His career high in rebounds came on
December 2, 2004 against Gardner-Webb.
He pulled down 14 boards in a 67-55 loss
at the UCFArena.

He recorded many two-block games, b1.1t
his career high came against Jacksonville
on February 12, 2004. He swatted three
shots in the 78-69 home win.

OMAHA, . Neb. - Chad
Flack hit a leadoff triple and
rumbled home to score the goahead run on a passed ball in
the eighth inning, leading
North Carolina to a 4-3 victory
over Oregon State in the opening game of the College World
Series championship round
Saturday night.
The Tar Heels (54-13) need
to beat the Beavers (48-16)
once more in the best-of-three
series for their first national
title in baseball.
With the game tied at 3 in
the eighth, Flack hit a hard
liner into the right-field corner
and slid into third with a triple.
With Jay Cox at the plate,
reliever Joe Paterson threw an
inside pi~ch that tipped off
catcher Mitch Canham's mitt
and rolled to the backstop.
Flack, 6-foot-3 and 215
pounds, took off for home as
Canham recovered the ball
and tossed it to Paterson at the
plate - but Flack slid headfirst ahead of the tag.
In the ninth, reliever
Jonathan Hovis (8-2) issued a
leadoff walk to Chris Kunda,
but Andrew Carignan came on
after Canham's sacrifice and
struck out Darwin Barney and
John Wallace for his 15th save.
The Tar Heels are trying to
become the first Atlantic
Coast Conference team to win Panthers deal Luongo to Canucks,
the College World Series since Blues select Johnson first
VANCOUVER,
British
Wake Forest in 1955.
Paterson (1-1), who came on Columbia - The Florida Panin·relief.of starter Dallas Buck, thers acquired forward Todd
took the loss for Oregon State. Bertuzzi in exchange for goalOregon State took a: 3-2 lead tender Roberto Luongo as part
in the sixth on Cole Gillespie's · of a five-player trade with the
two-run homer off starter Vancouver Canucks.
The Canucks also sent
Andrew Miller. Wallace hit a
leadoff single and moved to promising young goaltender
third when the lanky lefty's Alex Auld and defenseman
pickoff attempt went past Bryan Allen to the Panthers.
Bertuzzi, who was suspenqFlack at first base and into the
Beavers' bullpen in right field. ed for the end of the 2003-04
Gillespie reached out and season and playoffs after his
hit a 1-2 pitch from Miller over .on-ice attack on Colorado's
the right-field wall - just Steve Moore, had 25 goals and
before
drenching
rains 71 points last season. In 2002tlelayed the game for 1 hour 2003, the forward scored 46
goals.
and ll minutes.
Luongo was 35-30-0 with a
When play resumed, Matt
Danford came out for North 2.97 goals-against average last
Carolina in relief of Miller md season, but was a finalist for
walked two batters before get- the Vezina Trophy as the
league's best goaltender two
ting out of the inning.
.
,
Buck came out for the seasons ago.
Both players could also
Beavers in the sixth, and got
into trouble by giving up con- become free agents next sumsecutive singles to Flack and mer.
In other NHL news, the St.
Cox.· He got Tim Federowicz
to ground into a double play, Louis Blues selected Ameribut Seth Williams followed can-born defenseman Erik
Johnson with the first-overall
with an RBI to tie it at 3.
Buck walked off the mound, s·election · Saturday's NHL
slapped his glove in frustra- Entry Draft.
There were 10 Americans
tion and yelled at himself
before pitching coach Dan selected in the first round,
Spencer came out to calm the including University of Minright-hander. Buck regained nesota center Phil Kessel, who
his composure and got Benji was selected fifth overall by
· the Boston ~ruins.
Johnson fo ground out. ·
The Tar Heels scored twice
with tw9 outs in the opening
---' ASSOCIATED PRESS
inning. Josh Horton drew a

\l

35

May.

"I enjoyed my time at UCF
and am thankful for the· oppor(
tunity that coach Speraw and
the staff provided me with,"
Bakanowsky said in a press
release. ''.Although I am disappointed that I will not be able to
finish my college basketball
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ARCHIVE
career, I am excited about start- .
Will Bakanowsky, seen here in a 2004 game against former Atlantic Sun rival Campbell, graduated from UCF in May.
·ing a new chapter in my life."

Roundtree brings loaded resume to UCF
.i.
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and professio~ ranks as well
as recruiting ties in new areas
in the Southeast region."
She also had a successful
run as a professional player in
the American Basketball
League, spending three years
with the Atlanta Glory and
the Nashville Flame after
being the first overall pick in

the ABL Draft and being run in New York, he spent two
named to the ABL All-Star seasons in New Jersey as an
Team.
assistant and recruiting coorShe will work with Crocit- dinator at Fairleigh Dickinto, who began work with the son. Both schools were very
Golden Knights on June 9 strong
academically · in
after two seasons as an assis- Crocitto's tenure, with the
tant coach at Hofstra, where ·· Pride posting a 3.0 GPA in
the Pride went 19-12 last sea- both semesters last year and
son and earned a berth in ·the FDU ranking fourth in the
Women's National Invitation- nation academically.
al Tournament. Prior to his
"We're proud to have

Anthony become a part of our
staff after such a successful
season at Hofstra," Striegler
said in a press release. "He
brings tremendous energy to
the team and the post players
will benefit from his expertise.
Anthony also has a wealth of
recruiting experience and
valuable ties in the Northeast
region that we can use to
expand our recruiting base."

Patience needed when evaluating NBA Draft
..,,

r

FROM

walk and went to third on
Flack's single past a diving
Shea McFeely at third base.
Cox followed with a run-scoring single, and Federowicz
blooped a. single in front of
center fielder Tyler Graham.
Oregon State got on the
scoreboard against Miller in
the third, thanks in part to an
overly aggressive North Carolina fan.
Kunda led off the inning
with a liner to left-center that a
shirtless fan - whose hair was
colored Carolina powder blue
- touched with his glove
while apparently reaching
over the wall before left fielder Cox could get to it. It
deflected off the glove of the
young fan, Tyson Cunninghain of Syracuse,' Utah, and
into the hands of an Oregon
State fan, Casey Hill froJI\
West Point, Utah.
,
Cox immediately pointed
up ·at the stands while Kund~
rounded the bases, thinking h~
homered.
' 1
But left-field ump Johq
Kleis put up two fingers to sig-•
nal two bases before consulting with the other umpires,
who ruled it a double. Oregon
State coach Pat Casey came
out to argue that the ball
should have been ruled a
homer to no avail.
, Canham followed with a
bunt single, ::iJ!d Barney's flyout to left made it 2-1.

Championship Series - Game One

AS

whose damaged knees resembled that of a skeleton, not a
game-changing superstar. .
There was dead silence. .
Never have so many gathered
New York sports fans been so
silent.
1
Then there was rustling. It
was like those stages of dealing
with tragedy people talk about.
Shock. Denial. Anger. Realization. Acceptance.
Except that last stage was
sort of ... ignored
It was more like they multiplied anger, with a mish-mash
of ''Vescey sucks" and "Fire
Layden" G:hants firing from all
directions. I cackled like a
maniac, as my two friends, one
a Knicks fan and the other a
Nets fan, looked at me curiousGERRY BROOME I ASSOCIATED PRESS
ly. Soon, my Knicks friend was
Duke shooting guard JJ. Redifk, shooting in a game against Boston College in the 2006 ACC
joining in the mob that would
Tournament, is a possible selection for the Orlando Magic in Wednesday's 2006 NBA Draft.
have bludgeoned Vecsey if he
wasn't in Stern's secret hiding
And while it is fun to boo a
him at the end of the last colplace behind the stage, and my · certain pick and act spocked
lege season, and maybe Brian
Nets friend was joining me in
when our favorite team makes
Hill's coaching1staff can teach
goading Knicks fans into
what seems to be a temble
him to make his own shot and
throwing their towels toward
move (cough ... Fran Vasquez is transform him from a glorified
the stage.
still is Spain ... cough), we need three-point specialist into the
As the first-round came to a
to remember one thing:
next Ray Allen
close, and the fans started to
These are kids just out of
If you need more persuafile out, we, along with the hun- college, very similar to us.
sion, look no further than those
very same Magic. Darko Milidred or so die-hards left,
Unlike football, most of
cic, the No. 2 overall pick in ·
them are still developing their
moved as close as we could to
games as college· underclass2003 and crowned rival of
the TNT television set, sitting
just feet from Charles Barkley
men, with the leap from college Lebron.James, toiled in a sea of
and Kenny Smith as they
jokes and "Darko Time" minbasketball to the NBA being
arguably the biggest in any pro- utes in Detroit before becomcracked jokes about the Knicks
and our obviously devoid social fessional sport.
ing a huge building block in the
While some picks may be
lives during second-round
transformation of our town's
commercial breaks.
questionable, the NBA Draft is
NBA franchise.
If Stern wants to sell the
the toughest to critique the day
·It took time.
after. Despite the national
NBA. he should have shown
It took patience.
recognition some of the big
the small crowd remaining in
It took a plane trip from the
the second, shaking hands with American stru;s like J.J. Redick
man Vecsey dubbed ''Next
all the new draftees as they
and Adam Morrison get, they
Town Brown," and the expectamade their way down the aisles are still looking up at Itafy's
tions of a championship franand toward the NBA Radio set
Andres Barginani on the draft
chise.
for interviews. It was refreshing boards of most, if not all, teams.
Look no further than
There's no international
to shake hands and give con. Dwight Howard's new frontmeat lnarket in the NFL, and
gratulations with Wtlliams,
court running buddy.
Mike Dunleavy, Drew Gooden
we've seen most of the firstBu,t enjoy it all on Wednes(my favorite college player
round picks go head-to-head at
day. The glitz of the wardrobes,
some point in their college
from my favorite team,
the absurdity of Stuart Scott's
careers.
Kansas), Chris Wilcox and
"Give me a pound, dawg''
And though I would be disshtick in with the mystified
Casey Jacobsen, who took the
appointed to see the Magic
Barginani after he's a top-3
time to step away from the
move up and select Redick
pick, and Jay Bilas' gratuitous
families and entourages to give
(even before his DUI charge),
us the time of day, albeit a few
use of the word ''upside" when
rm not going to swear off
seconds. Even after the Pacers
describing the 56th pick overall.
watching them next year if they
But, most of an, enjoy the
and Pistons brawl last year, I
make that pick.
still have a good taste in my
moment when the Chicago
He may get over the
Bulls are on the clock at secmouth regarding NBA players
endurance isfes that plagued ' ond overall, an~the ESPN ,
pue to that night. ~ ,
I

crew starts discussing how
the Knicks gave up that pick,
along with next year's firstrounder (looking more arid
more like.the top overall
choice that will select Greg
Oden, the heir apparent to
Shaq), for Eddy Curry,
whose rapid weight gain
makes Barkley blush. Those
Knicks fans in the crowd
will find something to chant,
and I promise you, it will be
worth your entire evening to
hear it.
Chris Hoyler can be reached at
sports@tJCFnews.com

Pick Your Flavor From Our Original 25 Flavors

5
10
15
20

4.49
6.99
Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • , ••• .• •• 9.49
or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • 12.99

(1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
(1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • , •••• , , •• , • ,
(1
(1

30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) • • • • • • • . • • • • • •
50 (Up to 3 Flavors. 3 Ranch) •• , ••• , , • , •
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • •
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ••• , •• , ••••

18.99
28. 99
38.99
48.99

Add Celery . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch . . . . . . . . . . . . . .69
Add Fries To Any Wing Or~er . . . . . . . . . . . 1.99

Wing an

k

.

10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.99
5 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries ....... . . 7.99
10 Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries ........ 7.99

Chick n S ndwlch s OR I/

aund ur

served with Wedge Fries* ....... . ........ 7.99
lmU<9, TOllWla,,Onlon,ML&an:l,M'YQ,

~ l l'ldiltSJWM on thtlldt

•SublllMlont~i..lablt

fl)f 1nadci1'11onelctmve

Grilled Chicken Breast QR Fried Chicken Breast QR 1/2 Pound Burger
Jumbo Size Your Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .99

..IIhick n Fi g

Pick Your Quantity • Pick Your

Flavor • Dipped QR on Side

3 (1 flavor). :........... .. 4.49
5 (1 flavor) ....•...... .. .. 6.99
10 (1 or 2 flavors) .... .... 12.99
20 (1 or 2 flavors) ... ..... 22.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors) ...... 48.99

f r h S I ds ~~~d~g~~,~~~~y

Dressings include Bleu

Grilled Chicken ........... 7.49
Fried Chicken ............. 7.49
Buffalo Shrimp........... 7.49

I
10 (1 flavor) ............... 6.99
20 (1 or 2 flavors) ....... 11.99
30 (1 or 2 flavors) ....... 16.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors) ..... 24.99

On
th ·Sid
Wedge Fries ............................. Regular 1.99 ... .•.... Jumbo 3.29
Cheese Fries .......................•...•. Regular 2.99 .. ....... Jumbo 4.59
Beer Battered Onion Rings........... Regular 2.49 .......... Jumbo 4.59
Mozzarella Stix........................ (5) Regular 4.59 ..... (10) Jumbo 7.99
Fried Mushrooms ......... ...... ...... Regular 4.59 ......•.... Jumbo 7.99
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .99
Garden Salad .. . .. . .. '...... . ... . ... ...... 4.99
Side Salad ..... . ........ . ................ 2.49

Juntar
laske s
5 Wings & Wedge Fries .................... 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries .... ... . . .. . 5.49
5 .Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries ............ 5.49

Sift
Drinks ·
20-0z ........ .. . .. 1.59
2-Liter . . ...... .. . .. 2.49
1/2 Gal Sweet Tea .... 2.49

s rts

Cheesecake. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2.49
Brownie Bites (6) .......... 3.49
Banana Foster Bites (6) . ... . 3.49

May not be combined with other

offers. Exp. 9/30/2006

10%

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I w/pickup/carry out, Student ID. ru2

OFF

ANY ORDER

May not be combined with other offers.
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s lasting
parking
solution
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t's the case of the disappearing student parking.
·
Last week, UCF sent out
1 an e-mail announcing the
1' change of the lot next to C9l: burn Hall from half student and
i half faculty to all faculty. This is
I part of a slow conversion; earlier
1 in the summer term the lot went
from a quarter faculty to hal£
Why the slow encroachment?
Is the faculty growing at such a
rapid rate that student lots must
be converted?
I
It might be different in the
1 fall, but in the summer the near: by Visual Arts lot is consistently
well-covered by student cars,
1 while a mere 20 or so faculty
1 and staff cars sit in the Colburn
lot, leaving plenty of room for
student cars.
Faculty and staff need park; ing to. That was the rationale
easily accepted when the lot
: near the Burnett Honors Col, lege, one of the most coveted
1 patking lots on campus and one
1 of the quickest to fill up on a
: busy morning, was converted
: last academic year from a full
student lot to a half student lot,
r leaving the remainder for faculty and staff.
.
Even during the busier Fall
and Spring semesters, the faculty and staff half of this lot was
rarely full, while the student half

was almost always packed
These switches have some
students confused Every time a
minor change is made to parking rules, UCF students begfu to
discuss the change, speculate
about the reason behind it and
worry about how it will affect
their day-to-day parking.
Parking is the one topic that
concerns nearly every student
attending UCF.
Currently, the university .i s
attempting to alleviate these
concerns by building another
parking garage next to the Education building, on top of where
a flat lot once was.
Though this will help the
problem in the short-term, at the
rate UCF is growing it won't
help long. And the university
can't keep constructing new
garages; space will run out eventually and the garages cost millions to build.
What UCF needs is a more
permanent solutioIL
,
11ie obvious thing would be
to reduce the need for garages
by reducing driving on campus.
However, this isn't a simple task
and it can't be ac<::omplished
without making decisions which
will anger some students.
First and foremost, the shuttle system would ne'e d expanding. If driving is to be restricted,

NASA decision to
launch shuttle despite
staff's concerns hasty
NASA will launch the shuttle Discovery on
July l, much to the excitement of the residents of
Florida, a state where, when someone says,
"There's a launch tonight," his friends all look up.
, But wait? The agency's top safety officer and
chief engineer are against the launch? They want
to make further design changes to ensure the
' safety of the shuttle?
The problem: insulating foam. NASA'.s lead
safety officer and its chief engineer both recommended against flying until design changes were
made to reduce the risk that foam would break
off from the external fuel tank and hit the shuttle.
In 2003, the shuttle Columbia was destroyed
by just such an event. Ever since, NASA has been
working to eliminate the foam-shedding problem.
It removed the area of foam on the fuel tank that
1took down the Columbia, but on a flight by Discovery last summer a dangerous chunk broke
•loose from another area. Much additional foam
1
was removed, but engineers remain concerned
about foam that covers the so-called ice-frost
ramps.
.
So why the hurry to launch? Why not let the
engineers do their thing and make the changes
they believe are necessary?
The answer: Politics and the International
Space Station, which is half-fmished and orbiting
over our heads.
About 16 more shuttle flights will be needed to
carry large components that cannot be lifteq, any
other way and are required to fmish the statioIL
Further complicating things, the Bush administration has decided to end the aging shuttles for
good in 2010, primarily to free up budgeting
space to pursue the president's elaborate and
expensive plan to explore the Moon and Mars.
Under these pressures, NASA administrator
Michael Griffm decided to take a small risk now
rather than delaying now and trying to cram all
16 flights into a shorter time span. Has Griffm
fallen into the well-worn trap of sacrificing safety
to meet his launching schedule - the kind of
trade-off that has been blamed for the loss of two
shuttles in the past - by approving a mission
that will be the first ever classified as an "unacceptable risk" by the agency's engineering analysis?
What other choices do NASA have? Could the
2010 deadline be extended? Or could the number
of flights be reduced - would a smaller space
station be so bad?
The space station is a weight on NASA'.s

·

than the shuttles need to eliminate the need for cars for students as completely as they caIL
Making runs to local hot spots,
shopping centers, between residences and maybe even a weekly run downtown would be a
complicated and costly goal, but
the continued building of
garages would be harder.
Then, the school would have
to decide who gets to park on
campus. There are different.
ways this could be done. UCF
could refuse to grant decals to
freshmen, but that would alienate the commuter students the
school was built OIL It could not
grant permits to people living
on campus, but that would discourage older students from
staying on campus and working
in the resident halls.
Maybe a compromise: freshman and sophomore students
living in UCF-owned apartments or dorms or living on
Greek row would be denied permits, but would get access to a
superior shuttle system.
It's a tough call to make and
UCF officials are in the unenviable position of having to make
it. However, it is unavoidable.
You can't please everyone all the
time, and everyone can't park at
UCF. There's simply not enough
room.

GE'f WELL.
~ooN!
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budget and a commitment that sits uncomfortably, so it's understandable to want it done
already. But surely an agency as powerful with
employees as qualified as NASA could fmd away
to balance safety and expediency without ignoring the recommendations of its own people.

Americans' lack of
true friends bad for
society, indi~iduals
A study published Friday in the American Sociological Review stated that the busy life many Americans 'lead has caused many of us to have less friends
than we did 20 years ago.
The researchers behind the study interviewed
1,500 adult Americans and found that almost a quar;
ter reported having "zero" close friends, while 50 percent reported having two or fewer friends. In 1985, the
same number of people interviewed reported having
three or more friends. Friends also tend to be family
members instead of neighbors or other members of
the community.
While the study did not ask why people had fewer
close relationships, the researchers said that the average American lifestyle is taking its toll on our friendships.
Duke University Professor Lynn Smith-Lovin, lead
author of the study, told Reuters that Americans work
more, marry later, have fewer children and commute
longer than they did 20 years ago.
All this puts a strain on our friendships.
'"This is a big social change, and it indicates something that's not good for our society;• Smith-Lovin
said
Though the study did not say anything specifically about college students, it's easy to see how the
average life of any college student could cause a
decrease in the number of close relationships the stu:dent forms while at school
MySpace.com, The Facebook and similar Web
sites offer students a way to get online "friends" but
do nothing to help them build true relationships: We
increasingly rely on e-mail, instant messengers and
text messages to stay in contact with our friends. This
dependence on virtual interaction instead of actual
interaction is creating a country of isolated workaholics with no real friendships.
And no real friendships isn't just bad for your
social status, it's bad.for your health.
According to Smith-Lovin, research has linked
social support, like the support you find from inti- _
mate relationships, and civic participation to a longer
life.
So put down the cell phqne and actually talk to a
real person. Stop "friending" strangers on
MySpace. It will help you build more relationships
and even lengthen your life.

Arboretum article "Flo~er
Power" misses key points;
natural boundaries, not
political best for study

Boxing gets·its due in Future
sports column; boxing still
has great fights, fighters
that inspire its fan base

I am writing to comment on the lack of relevant information about the Arboretum in the
front page article ·~ower Power."
A great disservice is done to UCF by differentiating the beautiful scrub pine, oak and
cypress forest (as well as f'ive other wildlife
habitats) on the UCF campus into '~boretum"
and what is known as the "Northwest Qµad.
rant."
While 6.4 acres was added to Arboretum
land in 1995, 16 acres of land was set aside for
the expansion of Greek housing in the "Northwest Qµadrant." Iri l~ there was no distinction between these areas and the board of
trustees said that this land should be under
preservation laws. In 2005 this was amended
and the "Northwest Qµadrant'' was deemed
"undeveloped" These facts should be mentioned in a front page story about improvements to the Arboretum.
Also, it is preferable to think of natural
bioregions, which are"delineated by natural
boundaries such as coastlines, mountains,
watersheds, etc. Political boundaries usually
sever natural bioregionial boundaries and hamper communication as well as scientific study.

I just want to say congrats for showing
boxing its due respect. This is one of the
dldest sports .in the history of the world.
Yet, not many people show the same
respect for boxing now than in the past.
I just read the piece on the Wright-Taylor
fight and your opinion as this fight as being
a classic. I completely agree since I've been
a boxing fan for most of my life. A lot feel
that boxing doe.s n't have the main draw like
it did when Tyson was in his prime.
But if you look at boxing now, it still has
just as many great fights and still just as
many great fighters.
The reason people never he~ about
these fighters is because they're not in the
heavyweight division but I think we are in a
period of boxing now that is 'just like the
1980s with Duran, Hagler, Hems, and
Leonard.
Those guys helped to make a lot of people fans of the sport and maybe the fight
this past weekend will help propel more
people to turn in to the next HBO
megafight.

(
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-SHAM POONAISINGH

-JONATHAN LETO
The Future encourages comments from readers. Lettersto the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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'Would you and do you use
a bicycle to get around?'
,.

(

BRANDON FRINK

CARSON CLEMENS

TV Broadcasting

Undeclared

"No. I'd rather run to class. Plus, people
steal bikes."

"I'd rather drive places. I'm an AC
man."

BRITTANY SIMMONS
Journalism

"I have one, but I didn't bring it up
here with me. Bikes are good because
they don't pollute the air."
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.DAN WOOD

TARA SEDLAK

JOE MENEN

l.. Business
"No. I don't own one, but I thought
about getting one for around school. If
I had one I wouldn't ride off campus. I
don't like getting sweaty."

Business

Mechanical Engineering

..

"I don't want a bike because I don't
wanna look like a grandma. Driving is
definitely better but sometimes
parking sucks."

.

"I hate people riding bikes they make
me mad. And I really hate Lance
Armstrong and all his stupid
followers."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

'

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A
I

SUMMER DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

.9 a.m. Sun.Online:
for Mon. issue

' VISA, MC, AMEX,
•Discover, Cash, Check

Phone. Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri for Mon. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Fi;iday
• 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

'

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 Help Wanted: Part-nme C
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time C
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
ns ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

B
B
B'
A
A

B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

400 Services

Rate
B
A
A

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

B

500 Announcements

• A
B
B

600 Traver
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

RATES

B
B

$6
$4

J!m..I
$9
$6

Rate C

$18
$12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday

rr.r:1 HELP WANTED:
~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Visually impaired individual looking for
readers to help with class work in
summer and fall. Hours flexible, please
contact Ali for more information
407-453-0837

·Inbound Calls
• 2 shifts available

10am-4pm & lpm - 7pm

• Base pay +commission
• Fun & exciting
part-time job

·Great for students!

TWO MfN AND ATRUCK.
"Movers Who Core:

ARE YOU A HEALTHY MAN?
CALL 407.240.7878
TO VOLUNTEER FOR A CLINICAL
RESEARCH STUDY OF AN
INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICATION
Men Ages 18-50 ·
Non-Smokers
5 Day/ 4 Night Stay In Research
Center On Three Separate
Occasions
1 Follow Up End Of Study Visit
Up To $1700 For Your Time And
Travel
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH
,
CENTER
5055 S. ORANGE AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL
Call: 407.240.7878
WWW.OCRC.NET
Baby-sitter Wanted for 2 month old girl
Mon, Tu, Fri 9:30am-3pm; any or all days
Exp and ref required. Own transportation.
$35/day Call Amanda 407-756-3202

Movers/Drivers

Grow with us.largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $14/hr or more
with tips asa Mover/Driver. Sign on bonuses
up to $500. We offer benefits, monthly
bonuses & paid vacation. FT & PT positions.
Get all the details and apply in person:

Become a "REAL ESTATE
INVESTOR" and get paid to do It.
Looking for self motivated, organized
people with great personalities to
work in our office. ~reat
environment, great money.
Call 407-657-6906

Professional single woman looking for
female to occasionally pick up my 10
year old daughter from school and stay a
few times a year in my home while I
travel. Close to UCF.
Please call Kate 407-405-3067.
EARN CASH - STAY IN SHAPE. FT &
PT Movers and Packers needed.
Suddath/United Van Lines. Call 407843-6683 or email hroten@suddath.com.
MARKETING PERSON , KITCHEN
HELPER AND DELIVER DRIVER.
Mon - Fri. Flex hrs. No exp. nee.
Good pay. Must have own vehicle.
The Healthy Chef, Inc. 407-339-2433.
GUTTER INSTALLERS NEEDED
Orlando based seamless gutter co.
seeking full time Installers. Top Pay.
Start Today. Call
407-695-0325
mlke®"llgutter.com
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Oogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*'*
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
'PIT and FIT Positions Available
Looking for Male or Female companions
to work w/ special needs adults. Flex.
hours. 407-733-0029

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.
Looking for baby-sitter for 8 year-old
triplets. Mon-Fri 3p-5p. Duties include:
light errands, pick-up/drop-off, help with
homework, etc. $10/hr. 407-365-8096

AV 0 N
---··----·-~

Two Men and a Truck
4031 BForsyth Rd
Winter Park, FL 32792
Between University &Aloma.
407-852-1777

What could you do with
.an extra $600 a month?
To buy or sell, call Marla 407-333-8158

Career Opportunities ~
SWISSPO·RT USA, INC.

at

The Butcher Shop Steakhouse on I-drive
now Hiring for all positions: servers,
bartenders, cooks. preps, and bussers.
Please call 407-363-9727

Accepting applications for:

Ramp Services, fVC Cabin Cleaners, Fuelers
Passenger Services Agents (Part-Time)
Pre-Flight Services, Inc.

SWISSPORT USA, INC.

How2 Group is an established Fort
Lauderdale based Dot Com expanding
into the Orlando area. We are looking for
enthusiastic & confident self-starters for
our online advertising call center
(FT/PT). Hiring sales reps & managers.
Several shifts avail w/ flexible hours. Will
train inexperienced but motivated
applicants. Take advantage of this
ground floor opportunity by joining one of
the fastest growing Internet companies.
Receive generous compensation
including Base , Commission, bonuses,
daily spiffs, full benefits, stock options, ·
· and a great working environment.
How2 Group currently owns & operates·
www.how2vacation.com, www.how2ski.com, www.how2buyflowers.com,
& many more. Please call
· Ray or Ricardo at 407-740-8033 or
866-750-HOW2 or email your resume to
jobs@how2group.com.
·
Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen ! Egg donors needed to
help worpen who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

..

•·

We offer holiday pay; uniforms, free
parking, paid comprehensive industry
training, weekly pay, direct d,eposit and
a safe work environment.

GUARDIAN ALARM COMPANY

Residential and Commercial Alarms· CCTV · Medical Monitoring
(800) 932-7233 • (561) 998-9561· (561) 998-9837 fax
Restaurant

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

8
~

Servers Wanted PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people
w/ positive attitudes. Only 20 min from
UCF. Come In between 9 and 5.
The Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651 .
MOONWALK DELIVERY DR IVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-810-4003.

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located In Downtown Disney l-4, exit 68

Trash Grounds Keeper
for Hunter's Ridge Apartments on
Goldenrod Rd. and University Blvd.
$10/hr Sat and Sun 8am-10am
Drug Screening and Criminal
Background check req. 407-677-7070
Looking for delivery drivers & counter
help for family-owned sub shop.
Downtown location. Must be reliable.
Hours 10:00am-3:00pm M-F
Call Sybil 407-425-7814
Front Desk Assistant needed for Apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Part-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-6484
Downtown Orlando's only sports bar
Is now accepting applications for
servers Mon-Fri between 2-4.
Call The Clubhouse at 407-447-5225

Classified Sales Rep
needed for the Central Florida
Future. Outbound sales exp. a plus
Pay Incl. scholarship and
commission,. Serious Inquiries onl}'.
please. E-mail resume to
helssamj@knlghtnewspapers.com.
Part-time office.administrator I
receptionist I bookkeeper University
Unitarian 407-737-4018
, http://universityuus.org/coa.htm
Help Needed! Easy work! Quick $$$!
$30/shift. Tues. 10am-2pm or
2pm-6pm.
Must be able to lift at least 401bs.
E-mail all inquiries to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com for
more information.
OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED
Need PT help for combination of
secretarial and light housework for a
small home-based office near UCF.
$10/hr.
Call 203-526-7882 or 407-277-8941

2 Red Cleveland Blvd.· Suite 21 O·Sanford, FL 32773

407~585-4790

Alarm installer needed. No exp. nee.
Immediate openings in Leesburg
area. Previous Alarm, Phone or Cable
exp a +. Benefits &401 K. Must have
vehicle. E-mail resume to
gaf_h r@bel!south.net.

CHEER COACH needed to teach
Children's 8 week cheerleading program
One day per week in Orlando
Call toll free 866-236-2767

Publisher's Assistant and

ORLANDO SANFORD
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

FL License
EF 2000481

Sununer tired of flipping burgers .. .
Summer tired of delivering pizza .. .
Summer looking for ...
HIGHER PAYING SUMMERJOBS!!!

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS!
FULLwTIME PAY, PART-TIME HOURS
$8 - $15 hour I Average
*NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY *

•Just minutes from UCF, Valencia,
Rollins & Full Sail
• Flexible AM & PM Shifts
• Paid Training
• Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
• Incentive Programs
• Business Casual Environment

1\vo convenient locations:
Winter Park (Right off University B!l,d)

407-673-9700 (Ask for Monique or Luz)
Orlando (t\ear the Airport)

407-243-9400 (A$k for GcJica or Laura)

NOW HIRING
LIFEGUARDS!
OTHER POSIT I ONS:

FOOD & BEVERAGECASHIERS & COOKS

Don't let these opportunities fly
by. Stop by our administration
office Monday thru Friday
between 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
for an application and more
information.

All applicants must be able to provide a 10-year work/school history and pass a criminal
background check including FBI Finger Print screening. All applicants must pass a
mandatory drug screen, and have flexible part-time work schedule to include weekends,
nolidaY;? and evening hours. Must speak and write English fluently. For some P,Ositions
,,ap.p'P,ants must be able to lift up to 75 lbs on a consiste.nt basis and posses a valid Flo,tl$.1'rivetsticense. Equal Opportunity Employer M/FN/O.

FRONT GATE/GI FT SHOP - CASHIERS

"ffWJ:wfld HUMAN

Inbound Calls
Vacation Pros
• $9/hr. +commission
·Personality a must
• Great for students
• flexible hours
• 2 separate shifts available

/

APPLYTODAY!!!
START MONDAY!!!

RESOURCES

6200 INTERNATIONAL DRIVE • ORLANDO, FL ll819
(407)154·2085 • FAX (407)345- 1005

MRY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

BENEFITSINCLUDE:
• f~ admission
• referral bonuses
• free quarterly tickets
• collegetuition assistance

• fleKible hours
• and more

Apply online at wetnwildorlando.com,
call our JobLine at (407)248-1600,
Email hr@Wetnwildorf.com or visit our Human Resources
Department dailybetween 9AM and 4PM

~·~
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Female roommate wanted. Brand new
townhouse. Gated community,
garage, furnished, 1 mi. from
campus. $550 per month. Cail Kelly
(941 )302-1649.

---FuGLEBERG

KocH----.i

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS & PLANNERS
• Established Orlando Architectural firm specializing in housing and hospitality
projects seeks talented and creative designers and planners. Architect and land
planning experience preferred. Great benefits and working environment.
Resumes to: julieg@fuglebergkoch.com

~JOHNSTONE

~e SUPPLV

REGULAR FULL
TIME WAREHOUSE

Female roommate, New 3 blr 2.5 bath
Townhome- Safe,Secure Avalon Park
Area, close to UCF. Garage, patio,
porch, many other upgrades.
$650/mo includes all utilities. contact
Peter 321 917 2968
1 Room Avail in Goldenrod. 15 mins
from UCF, 5 mins from Valencia.
Everything included : DSL, cable, etc.
Only $500. Call Hassan at 407-575-5133
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home w/ pool.
$400/mo util incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scasios76@aol.com

Condo
C\oseout!I

Receive, order fill & stock inventory items.
Must be able to frequently lift, stoop & bend.

I

i

f

Were proud ofour history ofsuffess.· It's astory that we
feel every customer, store owner, staffmember and
manufacturer shares with us, and we believe those first
50+ years ofgrowth and suffess are just the start.

l

l

Apply in person at: 1651 S. Rio Grande, Orlando
or email resume to j~xhr@johnstonesupply.com

• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
• Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broaaband
Internet Access
Children's Outdoor Playground
• Solariums in Selected Units
Secluded Terraces
• Professional Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck

HELP WANTED:

Full-Time
Realtor and Mortgage
Broker position available.
~ Applicants must have one license

.

and may be working toward the
other. Great training, pay and
benefits offered. To schedule an
·interview, call Doug at 407-628-0440

FOR RENT:

Homes
UCF AREA HOUSE
Huge 4BD/2BA, big fenced-in yd.
Pets okl Avail 06/1/06. $1400/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622
l/2,1600sq ft,beautiful area very close to
UCF, living & family rooms, no pets,
nonsmokers 904-2104417/careyccii@hotmail.com
1/2.5 bath, 2200 sq ft, new home. $2,500
per month. Call 4.0.7-697-2481
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE
FOR RENT. Close to UCF off Colonial
:ind Avalon in Spring lsle.3 bedroom 3.5
baths. wash/dry 407-302-8928.
Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
i>ummer or 1 year lease. 321-438-1354.

FOR RENT OR SALE
WATERFORD TRAILS NEW HOME
412 LOTS OF UPGRADES CLOSE TO
SHOPPING AND UCF
CALL PAM 321-299-2055

Individual rooms for rent in
beautiful 4 bedroom home. Less
than 5 mins from UCFI Rooms
priced from $450-550 per/mo. Move
In dates between 7/1-811. Call David
at (850)322-4818 to reserve now!
3bd/2ba/2car garage near UCF/research
Formal Living rm, dining rm, lam.
rm. Screen porc;:h: big yard; fireplace .
$1465/month. Call Doug 407-920-5201
Gorgeous 6/3 home w/swimming pool,
backs up to conservation land, huge
open kitchen, open floor plans, plush
carpets, too many upgrades to list,
located in beautiful and convenient
Waterford Lakes, only very responsible
individual. Leadership exp. or RA e·xp.
preferred. $575/per person. Includes all
utils.: Internet, cable, security system,
garbage collection, sewer, pool service,
yardwork, and Home Owners
Association fees. Call 913-908-8185 or
rentucf@yahoo.com

1park.

3/2.5 + office 2,000 sq. ft beautiful home.
$1395 a month. Many upgrades,
waterfront. 1/2 off June's rent. Available
mmediately. Call Jamie at 321-947-5678.

Townhouse For Rent ,in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all .appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D, Avail
Now. $850/mo. Call 407-310-6583
http://731 .rentclicks.com
3/2.5 brand new townhome in Avalon
Lakes with loft, w/d in unit, all appliances,
garage, screened porch, gated
community w/ pool. $1500/mo. No pets,
lease Call Barbara at 407-365-2519
New 313.5 ba townhome, gated,
Avalon Park, 2 car gar., pool, basic
cable, all apps, w/d. Minutes to UCF,
hwy 408, 417, & downtown Orlando.
Avail 7/1. $1600. Robby 770-784-7319.
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots. 1 Year lease.
$825 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221-0601.
Home for Rent close to UCF. 2bd/2ba
W/D, big patio with fence. $800/month
P,.vailab/e June 30th.
Call 407-282-7529 or 407-923-9186

Represented Exclusively by

8100 Claire Ann Drive• Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciac~ndos.com

e

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
-UCF AREA- Curry Ford Rd/Young
Pine, AVAIL AUG 1. 312.5,lake access,
two car garage, washer/dryer, $1400 a
month, call 321 -299-4300. No pets.

UCF Area Hous~ for Rent
4/2, w/washer and dryer. 2 car garage.
$1 400 mo. Call 407-948-8409.
UCF Area: Beautiful neighborhood! 3/2
house,washer,dryer 2 car garage.
$1350 mo. New tile floors throughout
house w/tiled back porch.407-948-8409

ljiijij\W\1
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Oral Representation cannot be railed upon as correctly Slating the representation 'Cfltledevebper. FOlcorrectrapresentf!Uon. mair.e reference totne documents required by section 718 503, Florlda
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Avalon Park: 3 rooms avail; m 3/2
townhome. $1500/mo. Great location.
Amenities, community pool incl. Flexible
leases. Please call 407-489-8127
4 BEDROOM IN NICE SUBDIVISION
Close to UCF. Avail end of July for
responsible individuals. Rent Incl all util,
(water electric, cable, hi-speed internet),
homeowners association fees, and
yardwork. Appliances, w/d, and
community paol. 913·908-8185 or
rentucf@yahoo.com.

2B/2B, gated, lake view, w/d, water
included, excellent condition,' nonsmoking, $900/month
Call 321-297-6756
Avalon Park - New 2/2 Townhouse w/ 2
Car Garage. Call 407-310-0426 or visit·
www.AvalonParkRental.com
Brand new Townhome in Avalon Park,
3/2 1/2, garage, stainless steel. Available late July, $1295, 321-235-9450
or jeff.miller@hummingbird.com ·
2 Bdrm 2 Ba Condo. 1138 sq ft. 3 miles
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. All ne'w
carpeting & appliances. Basic cable,
garbage, W/D, digital phone, pool,
jacuzzi, & fitness center included.
$1 ,200/mo. Call 407-694-0651
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List.FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
1st Floor 2 bd/ 2 ba condo. 1/2 mile from
UCF. W/D, comm pool, water view,
fitness cneter, tennis/basketball court.
$1200 negotiabJe, plus utilities.
Call 407-401-2828

~)

2 BD/ 2.5 BA in Victoria Pines. Brand
New Construction/ Many upgrades!
$1300/month available immediately. Call
Mike at 917-560-1369

•••ROOMMATES WANTED•••
New 5 bed/3.5 bath townhome in Avalon
Park.near UCF,$600/month. Call Gina
.
727-743-4469!!!
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $475/mo inclu9ing
utilities. w/d, in-ground pool. Short tfi!rm
lease. Tennis, basketball avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call 407-737-2871 or 407-716-0313
M/F wanted for unfurnished BO in 3
BRMD furnished home·on lake, 6 mins
from UCF. $600/mo Incl. util, n/s, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 o r 239-633-9400.
Gorgeous Place to Live!!!
Responsible student needed for 4 BR
house behind UCF. Pool. Fully furn.
$535/mo. All Incl. DSL, Avail.
immediately.
Must be clean ! Call 407-748-0887
or email aim179@yahoo.com
Female Roommate wanted for 212 condo
6 mi. from UCF $600/mo. includes
utilities: phone, cable, security system,
wireless internet, pool. no pets/smoking
call Sarah (407)671 -8184
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321-754--2000
1805 Lof.tway Circle • Orlando, Fl 32826
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Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$175 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Avalon Pk. F Roommate wanted. furn.
212. townhome pool/ctubhouse $600 plus
1/2 util. 954.478.7369 or e-mail
beechbum 984 @ yahoo.com

1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 4
mnes from UCF. $550/mo, an utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221
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Location, Location, Location!
Seeking N/S F to share
New 212.5 Townhouse <1 mile from
campus.
W/I closets, private bathrooms,
security system.
$550/mo + 1/2 util.
Move in July-August 1
Lease Ends May 30.
Call Angela (321 )446-8933
Looking for M/F to share a Beautiful
312 house wltn a lake view near
Waterford Lakes. $500/montlT all
utiJitles Included. Call(850)598-3565.
Ask for Matt.

rm

1

in a 212.5 Twnhse available til late
August. Rent is $375/mth INCLUDES
elec, wtr, internet Nice, newer. clean,
non-smoking apartment in a quiet
neighborhood 2 miles from UCF and
Waterford Lakes. Sumrnei Special Only
407-256-8401 Angelo
·

•

•

2 Rooms for rent, right behind Campus,
Econ Woods. 2 year o ld Spacious
4 bedroom house. Large bedrooms,
backyard faces Woods. House furn,
bedrooms not. Security System, High
Speed Wireless Internet, Cable TV.
Call Bob @ 954-816-3127
UCFArea.
Female, NS roommate needed for 312
family house. $525.'mo, all lncluslve.
No lease. Call (561) 602-8169
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Room for rent, $475 per month
everything included, furnished. Pool and
tennis courts. Females only, call
Rebecca 407-701-8331 .

1 rm. In 414 apt, Pegasus connection,
utilities Inc., NO MOVE-IN FEES!
$494/mo Call Ashley 941-812-7866 or
941-776-3270
1bed 1 bath in Tivoli
$81 O a month $200 deposit OBO
available July 21st
Call: Sarah 407-697-6415
Trblemaker86@aol.com
Female Roommate wanted to Sublease
in Alafaya Club. $515/month, utilities
included!!
Call Amy at (561)309-9174
FEMALE- 1 room for sublease at
PEGASUS POINTE. 2 bedrooml2
bathroom FURNISHED apartment.
$570/month - Includes all utilities
JULY 1 2006-MAY 1 2007
call kelly @ 850-217-8675

Bedroom and private bath
available for sublease in a 413.5 at
University House. Available Aug 18.
Rent $479/lnonth Incl. all utilities.
Call Carlee 321-749-0507
Take over my lease starting Aug 1 for
a 111 In a 414 at The Gatherings
(Dean/University). Lease runs for 1
year w/ option to renew. $475/month
all utjl. incl. Call Wade (407) 435-3043
3 bed, 2 bath home in Nona Crest for
lease or sale. 100% of financing
available. Call Patsy Woody.PA, Hunter
R.E. 407-701-3865
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Room in 4 bedroom house for rent in
Oviedo. 2.3 miles from UCF and
literally takes only minutes to get to
school. Never any traffic like
Waterford Lakes. Looking for male
roommate preferably
upperclassman. Wireless internet,
common living areas Including
kitchen already furnished. garage
space, and lawn already taken care
of. H you are Interested in throwing
parties this isn't the spot for you.
$480 includes everything except
electricity. Please call Steven at
407-616-1628 or email
skay99@tampabay.rr.com.

ROOMMATE(s) WANTED
**'****'**'*'**'**'**•*'*
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2 Bdrms available in 3Bdrml2Bthrm
Lux condo at The Crest @ Waterford
Lake. 1 yr lease $600 per month all
incl. Nonsmokers, no pets. 201-4461437

...

4 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mrns from
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch
overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util
Avail now. Call JUstin (407} 489-8127

•

•

Roommate wanted, female,. NIS. Great
location at Hunter's Reserve close to
UCF, spacious 2 bedl'2 ba condo, w/d,
pool, spa, tennis & exercise facility.
Avall 8-1-06, $500/mo (water & cable
included) plus 112 electric bill.
Call Ashley 954-249-8655
or Carol 954-257-9709 '
3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 10 m[n
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$495/month per room.
Available Aug. 1st. Females Only!
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

3Bdf.!.5Sa/1 Ga Waterford Villa For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just 3
miles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $2.70,000
Call Mike@ 407-310-6583
ASHINGTON PARK NEAR UCF 3BR
2BTH LAMINATE WOOD .FLOORS
NEW PAINT 1486 SQ FT $275000
FSBO
407-273-4046

BRAND NEW TOWNHOME
The Enclave - A Gated Community
2 Bedroom / 2.5 Bath/ 1 Car Grg
Spacious floor plan. New appliances
For Information contact
407-488-6211, or 321-217-0297 or
cbarrios5@bellsouth.net

Hey, UCF Students
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
The Crest at Waterford Lak!i!S is
offering 1 , 2, and 3 BDR Condos.
Just $2500 down, no closing cost,
minutes from campus 407-737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
Beautiful 212 condo with tile floors an
through-out Nice and quiet community
less than .5 miles from UCF.
$180,000 Call 407-310-6583

NEW TOWNHOME!
312.5 AVALON LAKES CLOSE TO
SHOP AND UCF. JUST REDUCED
PRICE
264,750. CALL PAM 321-299-2055
OVIEDO ALOMA WOODS
312 LR, DR,FR. WOOD FLRS, ALL
APPLS.COMM. POOL
CONSERVATION LOT
$309,000 CALL 407-234-4680

Oviedo
Beautiful 312 in Sanctuary!
Amazing Community Features!
Lowest Price in Neighborhood!
Call and see today! 407-506-2358
stacyweaverrealestate.com

1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos.
Concrete Brock Construction, single
story. Conversion property, major
renovation inside & out. Priced from
the S120's. 6 miles to UCF.
407-657-9604 or
www.wrenwoodcondos.com
'The Enclave at Lake Pnce', Immaculate
4/2 w/ oversized bonus room over
garage in gated community. Built in
2004, w/ a total of 2 ,747 sq/ft. Lots of
upgrades. Located approx 3 miles from
UCF w/ easy access·to major roads.
$399,.9 00. Call Monica Braun,
Keller Williams Advantage Realty
Direct: (407) 222-3488
Office: (407} 977-7600
Email: MonicaBraun@mac.com

WHY RENT?

UCF Students,
Graduate to Home Ownership,
JUST $2,500 DOWN
NO CLOSING COST, Luxurious 1, 2
and 3 BDR Condos, Waterford Lakes,
407-737-0529. www.thecrestlife.com

Place your ad in minutes!
www.Knigh!Newspapers_com/classifieds
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
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Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-00()
www.AmerfcanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573
URGENT! Interest rate set to rise July
1st. lime is running out. Call now to
learn about our FREE student loan
consolidation services and how you will
save thousands of dollars.
Toll Free: 866-652-2121

CreditFN.com
· Shop 4 Your Credit,
Student & Reward Cards,
Visit Us @ CreditFN.com
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
35. Sitar music
1. Window
. 36. Helps in a
section
heist
5 . Forage for
38. Lawmaker
game
40. Prepared
9. __ Diavolo
41. Hawaiian fare
12. Chef's need
42. Wakes up
13. Voyaging
45. Andes antma!s
14. Charged bit
50. Passing craze
15. Restaurant
51. Mexican moola
list
53. Be concerned
16. Petticoat
54. Tankard filler
junction?
55. Prude
17. Deep furrow
56. English school
18. Quickly
57. Cincinnati
assembled
player
home
58. A piece of
20. Adjusts
cake
22. Dry, as wine
59. Bad
24. Chafe
impression?
25. Diver's tube
29. Summer
DOWN
ermine
1. Grandeur
32. Singer Turner
2. Declare
33. Harp
3. Kauai goose
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4. Slangy
sufficiency
5. Person
past his
peak
6 . Employ
7. Come
closer
8 . Circus
workers
9 . Harbor
craft
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name
49. Posted
52. Bro 's sib
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Egg Donors Needed

-=--+--+---;

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!

--+--+---;

Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
MusicallyI Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SATa Plus!

--+--+--+--1

Call (800) 563~0098

or
www.LovingDonation.com

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

LSAT

higher
test ·s cores
guaranteed

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT"

Attend aH required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do

$170/MO.

your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition'.""' It's that simple.

donating
plasma regularly
New Donors
Bring this a.d
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation .

·--··-------·-·--------····

~-A 111111•1

llJll AtU-8'411\ 11111

LSAT: Classes Starting 7 /8/06, 8/23/06 & 8/24/06
GMAT: Classes Starting 7 /11 /06, 9/17 /06 & 10/17/06
GRE: Cl_a sses Starting 7 /8/06, 8/2/06 & 8/24/06
DAT/OAT: Classes Starting 9/16/06

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

KAPLAN'
"'~To

be eligible for this offer, you must be enroHed in Kaplan's
full classroom. t utoring, or online courses. tn addit ion, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

a.

10. Trounce
11. Picnic
intruders
19. Interrogate
21 . Collection '
of Hindu
aphorisms
23. Fastener
25. RR
terminal
26. Pen part
27. Biased
28. Prices
30. In days
past
31. Frigate
hand
34. Earth
science 37. Treeless
plain
39. Zilch
42. Distantly
43. Respiratory sound
44. Blood
fluids
46. Did perfectly on
47. Chess
finale
48. Elvis's
middle
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or your money back**

UPTO

•

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Home school piano, math, art,
reading/Writing, chess classes. Available
by an experienced teacher.
Call Pam 407-362-4046.

312.5 GATED,WATERFORD VILLA
BEHIND TOWN CENTER,3MILES
FROMUCF
GREAT LOCATION FOR WORK OR
SCHOOL
269,900 CALL PAM 321-299-2055

EARN

•

Furniture for Sale
5 Piece Living Rm Set.
2 Dining Sets
Computer Desk, w/ some electronics
GREAT FOR COLLEGE APTS!!
Call 561-602-8169

9

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Brand New Gated Townhome. 212.5
wl 1 car garage. 1300 sq tt Granite
counters. 5 m ins from UCF. $235k.
Call Erik at 321-662-1025

100

SPECIAL
~10 Off ER

$395/set. New In box. Headboard, 2
nightstands, dresser, mirror.
(407) 846-2365
FURNITURE: Sofabed-Queen,wood and
fabric,$150.Glasstop and wood dining
table,6 chaf1s solid wood,$300. Victorian
chest of drawers, $300.407-252-6841.

Mattress Sets for Sale

WRENWOOD CONDOS
412..5BA,Grt for roommates with
parking for over 8+cars.
MLS#04683832,High Efficiency and
built in 2006. Hurricane Ready and
just minutes to UCF for $435K Call
(407) 473-1942 for Info.

Bed Set For Sale

Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still In factory plastic. Twin Sets $100,
Full Sets $110, Queen Sets $150.
Can Deliver! (407) 846-8822

OVIEDO
BEAUTIFUL 413+ OFACE, 3-CAR
3400 SQ FT LR,DR,FR LGE
POOL.JSPA GATED COMM. $595K
AGENT 407-234-4680

•

•

AVALON PARK AREA TIMBERSPRINGS
Elegant 4B/4B, 3 Car Gar.age, Built in
2005, Never lived in, Pool w/screen, Lots
of Upgrades. Call now!
Keifer Williams Advantage Realty
Agent: Monica Braun.
Direct: 407-222-3488
Office: 407-977-7600
Email: MonicaBraun@mac.com
www.obeo.com/237621

1 rm in a 3/3 at Pegasus Landing incl all
util, internet, cable, pool, gym, furnished.
Shuttle to UCF $540/mo. NO MOVE IN
FEE. Avail Aug'06. Call 941-493-0549 or
941-468-7781

F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartment
Dean Rd, Avail Now, NIS, no pets.
$450 including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
Avalon Park Studio - male roommate
wanted for our upstairs bonus room
with private entrance. $525 per month
includes all utilities, cable & internet.
1-year lease required .
Call 407-273-4474.

Country atmosphere, city convenience.
4/3 home on wooded acre. UCF area
See www.home.earthlink.net/-LKGADR
for photos, info. Margie 407-365-9090

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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SC -IENCE DRIVE
2913 Einstein Way I 407.384.7080
thevillageatsciencedrive.com
Ow11ed. and professlonally managjtd by
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